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New pretrial hearing date Laurel House transforms into arts space
set for Adam Friedman
n Historic WeHo

n Attorney requests more time to prepare case

By Joey Waldinger
During a brief court hearing on
Oct. 5, a Los Angeles County
Superior Court judge set a pretrial
hearing date on Nov. 28 for Adam
Friedman, who is facing two misdemeanors after allegedly creating a
fake Instagram account impersonating a political opponent of his
father, Beverly Hills City
Councilman Lester Friedman.
Adam Friedman’s attorney
Leonard Friedman, who is also his
uncle, requested more time to prepare, telling the judge this is “a
rather complex case” filed by a special unit of the L.A. County District
Attorney’s Office, and it requires
more attention.
Adam Friedman was not required
to be in court on Oct. 5 and was not
present. He was charged on July 13
and pleaded not guilty on July 18.
Deputy District Attorney R.J.
Dreiling did not object to Leonard
Friedman’s request. He stated that
the case is relatively new and “both
parties are working diligently” on
it.
Adam Friedman is charged with
unauthorized use of personal information, which a judge reduced
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An attorney for Adam Friedman
appeared in court downtown on
Oct. 5. A judge scheduled a new
hearing on Nov. 28.
.

from a felony to a misdemeanor
charge on Aug. 1, and internet/electronic impersonation, according to
the July 13 criminal complaint. He
is
accused
of
creating
“Sharona4Gascon,” an Instagram
account that claimed then-council
See New hearing page 22

residence will offer
housing for artists

By rance collins
The Laurel House has been in
West Hollywood’s possession for
decades, but after many years of
debate regarding the future of the
space, the City Council has finally
determined what its future will be.
Designated a local cultural
resource by West Hollywood in
1994, 1343 N. Laurel Ave. will
soon become an arts hub, featuring art galleries, community gathering spaces, artist studios and
rehearsal spaces, as well as exteri- The Laurel House’s grounds were
or features that could include a public park on Feb. 19, 2011.
performance space or a sculpture
garden. Additionally, the second
floor will offer several artist-in- space for performance or gallery
residence living quarters, and a spaces to bringing it up to code so
structure called the carriage house it can be even better enjoyed by
on the same property may be used the community,” Councilman
for a reading room and city John Erickson said.
The city’s involvement with the
archive. The recommendations
were made by the Laurel House house began after the owner, Elsie
City Council subcommittee and Weisman, donated it to the city in
were approved 5-0 by the council. 1997 with the verbal agreement
“[The Laurel House] is a criti- that the home would be preserved.
cal tool to not only enhance the Dubbed the “Tara House,” due to
community, but then also give its resemblance to the famed
back in many ways that we’re see- home of Scarlett O’Hara in “Gone
ing with some of these improve- with the Wind,” Weisman grew up
ments, from looking at an artist- in the residence, which was built
in-residence to further use of the in 1917. In 1941, it was converted
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dedicated as a West Hollywood

into apartment units.
After Weisman’s death, the city
debated how to use the property.
Ongoing discussions started in the
mid-2000s among the city’s planning commission and City
Council surrounded converting
the house and property into a larger apartment building.
During this period, existing tenants were evicted from the building under the Ellis Act, which was
passed by the California
Legislature in 1985 and allows
landlords to exit the rental busi-

See Laurel House page 23

Mayor Bosse highlights business and safety Candidates vie for three
open positions in WeHo

n Evening With Mayor

draws hundreds from
business community

By rance collins

The West Hollywood City
Council has three positions open
in the Nov. 8 election. Twelve
candidates, including three former council members and Mayor
Lauren Meister, are vying for the
spots. In the weeks leading up to
the election, we will highlight
these prospective council members in the order in which they
respond to our inquiry.

By Joey Waldinger
Shortly after arriving at
Greystone Mansion for an Evening
with the Mayor on Sept. 28,
Beverly Hills Mayor Lili Bosse and
a group of friends began dancing to
the smooth jazz played by a saxophonist walking around the property.
She then delivered her State of
the City address with the same celebratory attitude, recounting the initiatives that have defined her tenure
and helped the city continue its
post-pandemic recovery, focusing
especially on her efforts to bolster
the
Beverly
Hills
Police
Department and foster the city’s
reputation as a business destination.
Bosse also highlighted some of
the prominent developments coming to the city, including the Cheval
Blanc project proposed by LVMH,
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Beverly Hills Mayor Lili Bosse celebrated the city’s post-pandemic recovery and highlighted its public safety and business accomplishments.

as well as community building programs like the Mayor’s Mental
Wellness Series and reforms to get

more residents involved with the
City Council.
See Mayor page 23

Lauren Meister
West Hollywood Mayor
Lauren Meister began her public
service career as a neighborhood
watch captain, later becoming a
neighborhood leader. She was
appointed as a public safety commissioner, as well as a planning
commissioner for the city.
Meister joined the council in
2015 and is seeking her third
term.

“I’ve been on council for nearly eight years,” Meister said. “I
do my homework, I don’t let special interests influence my votes
and I listen to community members. I have done my best to represent the residents of West
Hollywood and make decisions
that are in the best interest of the
city. West Hollywood is where I
live, work and play. I’ve lived
here for over 30 years, both as a
renter and a homeowner. I started
my market research business
here. My parents, sister and
adorable rescues, Suki and
Sammy,
also
call
West
Hollywood home.”
Meister noted that she recently
received a master’s degree in
public administration with a concentration in emergency services
management.
“So, as a public official, I can
be even more prepared to face
See Candidates page 22
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CALENDAR
‘Cindy & The
Disco Ball’

“Cindy & The Disco Ball: The
Musical” runs from Friday, Oct. 7,
through Sunday,
Oct. 20, at the
Garry Marshall
Theatre. The original
musical
blends the signature sound of the
1970s with fun
lyrics and pop
musical theater influences. Starring
Christopher Baker, Jasiana Caraballo,
Malynda Hale, Hayden Kharrazi and
Abigail Kate Thomas, it takes audience back in time with a new
Cinderella story. Showtimes are 7
p.m., Friday; 2 p.m., Saturday; and 11
a.m. and 4 p.m., Sunday. Tickets are
$40. 4252 W. Riverside Drive,
Burbank. (818)955-8101, garrymarshalltheatre.org.

Culinary history

The Culinary Historians of Southern
California is holding “Cuckoo for
Coconuts,” a lecture by historians
Constance L. Kirker and Mary
Newman on Saturday, Oct. 8, at 10:30
a.m., via Zoom.
The
versatile
coconut is an
essential ingredient in savory curries and sweet
desserts, and is a
sacred element in
Hindu rituals and
Polynesian kava ceremonies. Kirker
and Newman explore the global history of the coconut, from its ancient origins to its recent elevation to superfood status. They will also share inter-
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esting and delicious coconut recipes.
Admission is free; registration
required. eventbrite.com/e/culinaryprogram-constance-l-kirker-andmary-newman-cuckoo-for-coconutstickets-424549467887.

‘Dear Margaret
Sanger’

Will Geer’s Theatricum Botanicum is
holding a staged reading of “Dear
Margaret Sanger,” a new musical by
Inara George, Larry Goldings and
Jennifer Chang, on Saturday, Oct. 8,
and Sunday, Oct. 9, at 7:30 p.m. The
production explores the history of
birth control and women’s continued
struggle for reproductive freedom. It
is inspired by women’s letters to
Sanger, a birth control activist, sex
educator, writer and nurse. Proceeds
benefit Theatricum Botanicum.
Tickets start at $25. 1419 N. Topanga
Canyon Blvd. (310)455-3723, theatricum.com.

Music of
the Balkans

Da Camera Society welcomes guitarist Miroslav Tadić and violinist
Yvette Holzwarth for performances on
Sunday, Oct. 9, at 2 and 4 p.m. at the
Doheny Mansion
on the campus of
Mount
Saint
Mary’s University.
Using Balkan folkloric music as a
framework, Tadić
and Holzwarth will
provide a glimpse
into baroque, flamenco, Arabic,
Brazilian, blues and Americana
music. The program will include
arrangements, compositions and
improvisations based on Balkan folklore. Tickets start at $30. 10 Chester
Place, near downtown. dacamerasociety.org.

‘A Funny Thing
Happened on the
Way to Divorce’

The critically-acclaimed hit comedy
“A Funny Thing
Happened on the
Way to Divorce”
runs from Sunday,
Oct. 9, through
Sunday, Nov. 20,
at
the
New
Collective Theater
in
Hollywood.
Written by Jeff Gould and directed by

Marc Antonio Pritchett, the play
focuses on three couples intent on getting divorced. While in a meeting
room waiting for the same mediator,
the couples share their stories of love
that went wrong. What will happen
when the mediator finally arrives?
Showtimes are 8 p.m., Saturday; 3
p.m., Sunday. Tickets are $40. 6440
Santa Monica Blvd. divorce.brownpapertickets.com.

‘Listening By
Moonrise’

Clockshop’s quarterly “Listening By
Moonrise” program returns on
Sunday, Oct. 9, from 4-6 p.m. at Los
Angeles State Historic Park, featuring
performances and immersive sound
experiences with multi-disciplinary
artists. Curated by Angela Lin,
founder of the Taiwanese music label
Pure Person Press, the evening features Jeremiah Chiu and Marta Sofia
Honer. Admission is free; suggested
donation is $5. 1245 N. Spring St.
eventbrite.com/e/listening-by-moonrise-jeremiah-chiu-marta-sofiahoner-tickets-390691457667.

Japanese railway
lecture

Join the Japan Foundation for a lecture
titled “150 Years of
Japanese
Rail
History and My
Memories of 50+
Years
with
Japanese Trains”
on Tuesday, Oct.
11, at 7 p.m., via
Zoom.
John
Tedford, an expert on Japan’s railway
system, will lead the discussion.
Admission is free; registration required.
us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/W
N_rC7HaCPJSOimicbtBsehWg.

Friends of the BH
Library sale

Friends of the Beverly Hills Public
Library will hold a
Dollar Book Sale
from
Thursday,
Oct. 13, through
Sunday, Oct. 16, on
the walkway near
the main entrance
to the library.
Proceeds support
library programs. The sale hours are
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Oct. 13-15; noon4 p.m., Oct. 16. 444 N. Rexford Drive.
friendsofbhpl.org.
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Candidates Katy Young Yaroslavsky and Sam Yebri will participate in an
Oct. 10 forum on Zoom.

Candidates for 5th District face
each other in virtual forum
A coalition of neighborhood
councils in the 5th Council District
are holding a forum with candidates
Katy Young Yaroslavsky and Sam
Yebri on Monday, Oct. 10, at 7
p.m., via Zoom.
The forum will be moderated by
Patty Lombard, co-publisher of
Larchmont Buzz. Sponsors include

the Bel-Air-Beverly Crest, P.I.C.O.,
Westside and Westwood neighborhood councils. To submit questions,
email patty@larchmontbuzz.com.
To join the Zoom meeting, visit
us02web.zoom.us/j/82740759310,
and use the webinar ID: 827 4075
9310. To listen by phone, call
(888)475 4499.
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Participants will learn about careers in fire service during the camp.

BHFD debuts Empowerment
Camp for young women
The
Beverly
Hills
Fire
Department is launching its first
Girls’ Empowerment Camp on Nov.
5-6, giving young women an opportunity to see firsthand what it takes
to be a firefighter. The camp will
feature hands-on exercises, drills
and training over two days and is
open to students in the ninth through
12th grades.
“This incredible camp, put on by
our amazing Beverly Hills Fire
Department, is exactly what is need-

ed to show girls across our community and beyond that they can do
anything and be anything they want
to be,” Beverly Hills Mayor Lili
Bosse said.
The camp will be held in-person
at the Beverly Hills Fire
Department, 445 N. Rexford Drive.
Registration for residents is $50
and opens on Friday, Oct. 7.
Registration for non-residents is $63
and opens on Friday, Oct. 14. To
register, visit beverlyhills.org/bhrec.

SAVE THE DATE!
Tuesday, October 25th,
7:00pm
Hancock Park
Annual Meeting
Please join us via Zoom for this
important event!
Hear directly from Mayoral Candidates - Rick Caruso &
Karen Bass and CD 5 City Council Candidates - Sam Yebri &
Katy Yaroslavsky.
The candidates have been invited to share their ideas on how they
each plan to solve the crisis facing our City. Your vote matters!
Zoom link to join the Hancock Park Annual Meeting :
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85336097182

Melrose/Seward Project Update
A favorable revised building plan and agreement is reached on the
Melrose Seward project.
Leadership representing a coalition of neighborhoods (Hancock
Park, Larchmont Village, So Hollywood and Windsor Sq) along
with CD5 CM Paul Koretz and Chief of Staff Joan Pelico and CD
13 CM Mitch O’Farrell worked with the developers to revise and
fine tune a plan to benefit all involved. The revised plans will include:
• Building height limit- 4 stories/58 ft height limit, with a 31 ft
limit on Melrose frontage.
• The coffee shop will be open to the public, public art will not be
implemented on the Melrose frontage and instead may be placed
on the Seward frontage, outdoor decks will incorporate/provide
landscaping features to act as sound buffering features on all
decks.
• There will be vibration monitoring on the western frontage in
areas adjacent to the John C. Fremont Library and developer will
take necessary measures to protect the building from potential
vibration damage and the outdoor deck hours of operation will be
10:30pm from Saturday to Wednesday, 11:00pm on Thursday and
Friday.
A HUGE thank you to all who participated in revising the plan for
your dedication to the community and neighborhoods. It was all
of us working together that made this happen!

Please see our website at www.HancockPark.org
Join a committee!
Come to a Zoom meeting! Participate!
We are all volunteers!
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City celebrates Native and Indigenous cultures
n IPD event returns on

Oct. 10 after two-year
hiatus
By edwin folven

The city of Los Angeles observance of Indigenous Peoples Day
will return with in-person activities
on Monday, Oct. 10, with performances by Native American and
Indigenous groups and film screenings in Grand Park.
Spearheaded by Los Angeles
City Council President Pro
Tempore Mitch O’Farrell, 13th
District, the city’s Indigenous
Peoples Day celebration has not
been held in-person for the past two
year because of the COVID-19
pandemic. O’Farrell, a member of
the Wyandotte Nation, led an initiative to replace Columbus Day with
Indigenous Peoples Day, which was
approved by the City Council in
2017. The first IPD Day in Los
Angeles was observed in 2018.
"This [coming] Monday, we
mark the fifth annual Indigenous
Peoples Day in the city of Los
Angeles. After a pandemic-related
hiatus, I’m proud and excited to
welcome all Angelenos to Grand

Park for an afternoon of blessings,
performances, food, celebrations
and more,” O’Farrell said. “While
we remain hard at work advancing
policies that bring greater visibility,
dignity and representation to Native
Americans in Los Angeles, we are
also looking forward to celebrating
the rich histories and cultural contributions of Indigenous people.”
O’Farrell’s spokesman Dan
Halden said IPD Day events will
begin with a land acknowledgement and blessing at 4:30 p.m. The
Torres Martinez Band of Mission
Indians will perform at 5 p.m., followed by a performance by the
Manitoba Metis Federation of
Canada at 6 p.m. O’Farrell will
speak at 6:45 p.m., followed by an
illumination of City Hall in
turquoise lights. A screening of
“Saging the World” starts at 7 p.m.,
and “El Ultimo Cantador-The Last
Singer” will be shown at 7:25 p.m.
Numerous community organizations are also scheduled to participate in the celebration. Taboo, from
the Black Eyed Peas, is expected as
a special guest.
In conjunction with IPD Day,
O’Farrell introduced a motion on
Sept. 20 to create an official land
acknowledgement policy in Los

City creates new protections as end
of eviction moratorium nears
The Los Angeles City Council
approved tenant protections on Oct. 4
ahead of the planned end of the eviction moratorium on Jan. 31, 2023.
The city of Los Angeles’ eviction
moratorium went into effect in
March 2020 to protect renters during the COVID-19 pandemic. In
February, Council President Nury
Martinez, 6th District, requested a
report from the Los Angeles
Housing Department on ways to
work with stakeholders and community members as the pandemic
subsided. The Ad Hoc on COVID19 Recovery and Neighborhood
Investment Committee, chaired by
Martinez, heard LAHD’s recommendations on Sept. 28, and
Martinez introduced a series of
amendments to the report seeking
to strengthen tenant protections.
“These recommendations ensure

that, once the eviction moratorium
sunsets, we have a plan in place that
protects our residents’ housing and
preserves their financial wellbeing,” Martinez said. “We must
put in place long-term, permanent
protections for tenants while still
preserving the livelihoods of our
local mom and pop landlords.”
“When the pandemic began, the
Los Angeles City Council enacted
the nation’s strongest eviction protections, and [now] we are ensuring
a careful, thoughtful transition as
the pandemic recedes and this policy sunsets,” said Council President
Pro Tempore Mitch O’Farrell, 13th
District. “Taking that into consideration, we also approved a new
Council District 13 Rental Aid
Program, which will provide muchneeded financial assistance to tenants and true mom and pop land-

Beverly Hills plans street festival
on South Beverly Drive

South Beverly Drive in Beverly
Hills will host an evening of
dynamic live music and family
entertainment during the 5th annual
NEXT NIGHT Street Festival on
Saturday, Oct. 22, from 4-9 p.m.
The evening will include live
musical performances by the “Pop
2000 Tour” featuring Lance Bass of
NSYNC, OTown and LFO. In addition, Kelsie Watts from NBC’s
“The Voice” will perform her latest
release “I Can’t Say Goodbye” on
the NEXT NIGHT stage.
Additional performers include
Beverly Hills’ Rod Lightning & the
Thunderbolts of Love, and DJ
Keybo.
NEXT NIGHT is free and will
feature food, art, games and attractions, as well as a beer and wine
garden. Businesses along South
Beverly Drive will offer unique
experiences, special items and promotions.
“Our NEXT NIGHT event is
being taken to a whole new stratosphere this year,” Beverly Hills
Mayor Lili Bosse said. “We are

welcoming world-renowned entertainment while showcasing our
beloved, unique businesses on
South Beverly Drive. I already feel
the energy and vibrancy this magical night will bring.”
NEXT NIGHT is spearheaded by
the
NEXT
Beverly
Hills
Committee, which was chartered
by the city of Beverly Hills to
engage residents through innovative initiatives that address the
lifestyle, economic and civic needs
of the city’s next generation.
“I am so excited we were able to
bring this beloved event back with
such strong support from the mayor
and City Council,” NEXT Beverly
Hills Chair Tiffany Davis said.
The NEXT NIGHT 2022 Street
Festival will be held on South
Beverly Drive. A partial street closure between Charleville Drive
and Gregory Way will begin at 6
p.m. on Friday, Oct. 21 and conclude at 4 a.m. on Sunday, Oct. 23.
For information and a list of activities,
visit
beverlyhills.org/
nextnight.

Angeles. The details will be determined by the council, but the idea is
to include a formal acknowledgement of Native American lands and
people in the Los Angeles are prior
to meetings. The motion calls for
the city to work with the Los
Angeles City/County Native
American Indian Commission and
representatives from the Tongva,
Tataviam and Chumash tribal governments, and report back within
30 days.
“The city of Los Angeles, and the
Civic Center itself, sits on
Indigenous land,” O’Farrell said.
“We cannot secure a better future
for ourselves without first acknowledging the truth of our past. An official land acknowledgement policy,
regularly recognizing the true history of the Los Angeles region and its
ancestors, will be another major
step forward in our movement to
give greater voice to Native
American and Indigenous issues,
history and people.”
IPD Day observances and the
establishment of a formal land
acknowledgment policy are supported by Native American groups.
“Full equity for Native
Americans and Indigenous people
starts with acknowledging the

Indigenous land on which we
stand,” said Rudy Ortega, Jr.,
Fernandeño Tataviam tribal president. "We thank Councilmember
Mitch O'Farrell for always working
to uplift Indigenous issues. Though
our voices have been silenced in the
past, an official land acknowledgement policy by the city of Los
Angeles will ensure our voices are
always heard well into the future."
“Long before Los Angeles City
Hall was built, the Tongva village
of Yaanga stood on the same spot,”
said Chief Anthony Morales, of the
Gabrieleno Tongva Band of
Mission
Indians.
“With
Councilmember O’Farrell leading

the establishment of Indigenous
Peoples Day and enacting policies
like the Indigenous LAnd Initiative,
the city of Los Angeles has taken
great strides to learn from the sins
of the past so we can build a better
future. An official land acknowledgement policy will be a beautiful
and ever-present reminder that not
only were Native Americans the
original inhabitants of this land, we
are still here, we belong and we will
help shape the future of Los
Angeles.”
Grand Park is located at 200 N.
Grand Ave. For information on IPD
Day, visit councildistrict13.lacity
.gov.

lords in my district who are still
struggling with housing payments
due to COVID-19.”
One of the amendments passed
by the Council includes expanding
tenant protections beyond the city’s
Rent Stabilization Ordinance. The
universal “just cause” amendment
would require specific reasons,

such as a violation of a lease agreement, to evict a tenant in any unit.
Currently, that protection is only
applicable to units covered by rent
control. After the City Council’s
vote, on Oct. 4, the city attorney
will draft an ordinance to be considered by the full council.
“The pandemic has shown us that

too many people are living paycheck to paycheck,” Martinez said.
“Missing one month of rent should
not be a freefall into homelessness.
We need to allow Angelenos to
have a bad month without facing
devastating consequences.”
For information, visit housing. lacity.org/highlights/renter-protections.
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Thousands of people attended the inaugural Indigenous Peoples Day in
Los Angeles in 2018.

Trick or Treating
at the
Pumpkin Patch
Sat. Oct. 29
1-3 pm
Wear a
costume!
First 100
Trick or Treaters
get a free bag!

Fun for the
whole family!
Christmas Tree Lot will be open Nov. 25 - Dec. 23
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Task force makes progress with robbery trend
By edwin folven
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The shooting occurred on Flores Street just north of Third Street.

Few details offered in shooting
that injured man on Flores
By edwin folven
A man was shot and injured on
Sept. 26 as he walked on Flores
Street in the Beverly Grove community, and police are searching
for the gunman.
The shooting occurred at
approximately 5:55 a.m. in the
100 block of South Flores Street,
in a residential neighborhood
north of Third Street.
“The victim was approached
by a male white suspect who produced a gun and fired a round at
the victim,” said Los Angeles
Police Department spokes-

woman Lt. Letesia Ruiz. “The
victim was shot and was taken to
a hospital in stable condition.”
Ruiz said police do not believe
the suspect and victim knew each
other and the investigation is
ongoing. The incident is not
believed to have been gang-related, Ruiz added.
No further details were available. Anyone with information is
urged to call detectives with the
Los Angeles Police Department’s
Wilshire Division at (213)9228205. During weekends and offhours, call the LAPD’s hotline at
(877)LAPD247.

Authorities expand resources
to crack down on elder fraud
The United States Attorney’s
Office for the Central District of
California is welcoming 14 additional federal prosecutors’ offices
as it joins the Justice Department’s
Transnational Elder Fraud Strike
Force. The program is part of a
continuing effort to protect older
adults and to bring perpetrators of
fraud schemes to justice.
Since 2019, current strike force
members – including the department’s Consumer Protection
Branch, six U.S. Attorney’s offices
including the Central District of
California, the FBI, U.S. Postal
Inspection Service and Homeland
Security Investigations – have
brought cases against the largest
and most harmful global elder
fraud schemes, and have worked
with foreign law enforcement
agencies to disrupt criminal enterprises and bring perpetrators to justice. Expansion of the strike force
will help to coordinate the department’s ongoing efforts to combat
sophisticated fraud schemes that
target or disproportionately impact
older adults. The expansion will
increase the total number of U.S.
Attorneys’ offices comprising the
strike force from six to 20, including all of the offices in California,
Arizona, Texas, Florida, Georgia,
Maryland and New York.
“We are intensifying our efforts
nationwide to protect older adults,
including by more than tripling the
number of U.S. Attorneys’ offices
participating in our Transnational
Elder Fraud Strike Force dedicated
to disrupting, dismantling and

prosecuting foreign-based fraud
schemes that target American
seniors,” Attorney General Merrick
B. Garland said. “This expansion
builds on the Justice Department’s
existing work to hold accountable
those who steal funds from older
adults, including by returning those
funds to the victims where possible.”
“Our office, along with our law
enforcement partners across the
district, have diligently pursued
criminals who target and harm
older adults, including in cases
ranging
from
transnational
romance
scams,
investment
schemes and even the kidnapping
of a local older adult,” said United
States Attorney Martin Estrada.
“Members of our elder justice team
also regularly conduct outreach to
educate local seniors and to help
them avoid new scams. Our goal is
to protect our community from
economic exploitation by providing information on how to avoid
becoming a victim. When that
fails, however, we will use all of
our tools to investigate crimes that
target our most vulnerable residents and vigorously prosecute
those responsible for elder abuse.”
The department is working with
government partners and others to
raise awareness about the schemes
targeting the elderly, and reporting
is critical. If you or someone you
know is 60 or older and has been a
victim of financial fraud, call the
National Elder Fraud Hotline at
(833)FRAUD11. For information,
visit elderjustice.gov.

The Los Angeles Police
Department’s
Follow-Home
Robbery Task Force has been making progress in solving crimes and
reversing a violent trend occurring
since late last year throughout the
city.
Capt. Jonathan L. Tippet, commanding officer of the LAPD’s
Robbery-Homicide Division, outlined the progress on Oct. 4 during
a virtual meeting of the Los
Angeles
Board
of
Police
Commissioners. Tippet said the 28member task force was formed last
December in response to a series of
follow-home
robberies
that
occurred last fall, and as of Sept.
30, has investigated 308 incidents
resulting in 113 arrests. The robberies are being committed by
members of multiple gangs who
target victims wearing expensive
watches and jewelry, and carrying
luxury handbags, he said. Many
victims have been followed after
leaving stores, restaurants and
nightclubs in the Hollywood and
Wilshire divisions, as well as downtown. Sixty-eight of the robberies
occurred in Hollywood and 66 happened in the Wilshire Division.
Detectives have determined that
members from 22 different gangs
have been involved in the robberies, and some have come from
as far as Oakland.
“Previously, we preferred to
identify all involved before taking
down crews. Due to the crisis, we
began making arrests as quickly as
possible once individuals were
identified, and we began working
our cases differently, gathering
additional intel and evidence from
warrants and interviews with those
individuals that were arrested,”
Tippet said. “This has proven to
reduce the number of incidents and
disrupt the crews that were coordinating these takedowns. We went
from a high of 39 for the month of
November (2021) prior to the
implementation of task force, to 15
last month in September. The numbers fluctuate monthly. However,
over the last four month period, the
average is approximately 13 incidents a month.”
Tippet said some crews and individual suspects have committed
multiple robberies. As an example,
he cited the arrest of a suspect from
Oakland – Eric Watts, 31 – who
was taken into custody on Sept. 7 in

photo by Edwin Folven

One of the suspects arrested for robbery was allegedly involved in a
hold-up on Melrose Avenue.

the city of Martinez in the Bay
Area. Watts was allegedly involved
in a robbery on May 24 in which
the victims were followed from a
restaurant on Third Street in the
Beverly Grove area, and a July 5
robbery near Melrose and Orange
Grove avenue that resulted in an
officer-involved shooting, as well
as crimes in other parts of the city.
“We have linked this individual
to five violent follow-home robberies in the city of L.A. so far,”
Tippet added.
Authorities said the robberies do
not always involve people being
followed. Sometimes, the suspects
wait outside stores or pose as customers inside, searching for people
wearing expensive jewelry. Some
of the robberies, including the July
5 hold-up on Melrose Avenue, were
committed while the victim was
inside or exiting the store.
Police said the suspects often
shoot or injure victims, and people
are advised to comply and give
their property when confronted.
Shots have been fired in 32 of the
follow-home robberies, 28 people
have been struck by gunfire and
two have died.
“These robberies are serious, violent and have resulted in death.
There are those situations where
they’re pointing handguns at people
and demanding property, but I
would say a huge portion of these
robberies involve individuals that
have no opportunity to comply,
really haven’t been asked any questions or anything like that,” Tippet

said. “They’re just being taken
down. That’s an M.O. that these
crews have had just to disable a victim and then take their property
from them.”
Tippet said the task force will
continue operations into the holiday
season to ensure safety around
restaurants, shopping malls and
shopping districts. It will involve
the use of uniformed officers as
well as undercover personnel and
specialized patrols.
LAPD Chief Michel Moore
praised the task force and said the
focus will remain on reducing violent crimes such as follow-home
robberies. He added that the Los
Angeles County District Attorney’s
Office has begun more frequently
filing enhancement charges when
suspects use guns that keep repeat
offenders in jail instead of releasing
them into the community where
they commit additional crimes.
“This was a phenomenon that
just a few short years ago was
something that was folklore of our
past, was something that happened
decades ago as far as individuals
being targeted for this type of highend jewelry or purses or so forth.
Our intention is to get back to that,”
Moore said. “These are 300
instances in a city of 4 million, and
yet, the striking impact it has on the
sense of safety is why it is so critical that we changed the course of
this. We are committed to working
with all our criminal justice partners to see that we change that
course going forward.”

Drivers urged to use caution on National Walk to School Day
The Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department encourages
parents and students to participate in
National Walk and Roll to School
Day on Oct. 12.
Walk and Roll to School Day is

observed annually to highlight the
benefits of exercise.
“Walking to school is a great way
to exercise on a daily basis and feel
comfortable getting to and from
school safely,” LASD Sgt. Robert

Hill said. “We hope this is a fun,
rewarding experience for students
and members of the community.”
Drivers should anticipate more
foot and bike traffic on Oct. 12. For
information, visit lasd.org.
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9274 WARBLER WAY, BIRD STREETS | $4,950,000

1715 BENEDICT CANYON DR, BEVERLY HILLS | $3,495,000

PAUL SALAZAR, 310.858.5417

PAUL SALAZAR, 310.387.1976

DRE 01763227

DRE 01763227

2 RESIDENCIES ON PRIVATE LOT
405 N EDINBURGH AVE, BEVERLY GROVE | $2,595,000

603 BOCCACCIO AVE, VENICE | $2,195,000

CHRISTINA COLLINS, 310.343.3456

STUART VETTERICK, 310.702.9808

DRE 01998280

DRE 01984753

2507 N ORCHARD DR, BURBANK | $2,099,000

4295 McCONNELL BLVD, CULVER CITY | $1,875,000

DAVID KRAMER, 310.691.2400 | CHRIS EVANGELATOS, 949.400.8565

ALPHONSO LASCANO 818.800.8848 | BJORN FARRUGIA 310.998.7175 | ALEXIA ASSOULINE 310.800.8631

DRE 00996960

DRE 02083201

DRE 01864250

DRE 01723550

DRE 02156075

RENDERING

3547 GLENALBYN DR, MOUNT WASHINGTON | $1,750,000

3720 BUENA PARK DR, STUDIO CITY | $1,695,000

ALPHONSO LASCANO 818.800.8848 | BJORN FARRUGIA 310.998.7175

LADD JACKSON, 310.346.1744

DRE 01864250

DRE 01405651

DRE 01723550

NEWLY PRICED
1400 N SWEETZER AVE #106, WEST HOLLYWOOD | $995,000

28810 CONEJO VIEW DR, AGOURA HILLS | $559,000

BRIAN CAMPBELL, 917.975.7886, JEROME KERR-JARRETT, 213.590.2631

MICHAEL LAMONTAGNA, 310.925.9826

DRE 02058216

DRE 01407095

DRE 02037360

310.278.3311 | HILTONHYLAND.COM
©2022 Hilton & Hyland Real Estate, Inc. Broker does not guarantee the accuracy of square footage, lot size or other information concerning the condition or features of property obtained from public records or other sources. Equal Housing Opportunity. DRE 01160681
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Height reduced on Melrose and Seward project

n Compromise reached

between developer,
community
By EDWIN fOLvEN

The developer of a Melrose
Avenue project that concerned
many people because of its potential to tower over neighboring residential areas has agreed to reduce
the height of the building by one
level and make other concessions.
The compromise with developer
David Simon and his BARDAS
Investment Group was reached
after numerous meetings with
members of a coalition that included the Hancock Park Homeowners
Association, South Hollywood
Neighborhood
Association,
Larchmont Village Neighborhood
Association, Windsor Square
Association and Greater Wilshire
Neighborhood Council. Cindy
Chvatal-Keane, president of the
Hancock Park Homeowners
Association, who spoke on behalf
of the coalition, said the compromise was a “win-win” for everyone
involved.
“We met, we continued to discuss

it and came to a resolution, so it is
very positive,” Chvatal-Keane said.
“We had a lot of help from
Councilman Paul Koretz’s office
and his chief of staff Joan Pelico,
and we had support from the CD 13
office. We just kept the dialogue
open and came up with something
that will benefit everyone.”
Simon initially sought to build a
5-story project with 67,242 square
feet of offices and 647 square feet
of retail space on the northwest the
corner of Melrose Avenue and
Seward Street. The initial project’s
height would have been approximately 77 feet.
The Los Angeles Planning
Commission supported the initial
project plan during a meeting on
July 28, but the coalition voiced
opposition. They continued to work
with Simon and BARDAS on
refinements and on Sept. 29, the
coalition announced the discussions led to a reduction in overall
heigh from 5 stories to 4 stories, or
from 77 feet to 58 feet.
Additionally, the project will be
recessed away from Melrose
Avenue, where the building height
will be 31 feet. The tallest portions
of the building were placed in the

center, away from Melrose Avenue
and neighboring residences on
Seward Street and June Street,
located one block west of the project site.
Other concessions made by the
developer include installing public
art along the Seward Street
frontage, and using landscaping
and limiting hours of operation on
all decks to reduce noise. During
construction, vibration monitoring
will be conducted to reduce the
potential for damage and disruptions at the nearby John C. Fremont
Library, located at Melrose Avenue
ad June Street. Under the agreement, a coffee shop at the project
will also be open to the public.
Simon said the project is currently being reconfigured to reflect the
new agreements, but he added that
he is pleased with the outcome. The
exact square footage is still to be
determined, but he said it will be
slightly less than the space outlined
in the original design.
“I have been in the real estate
business for a long time and I have
always tried to be a communityfriendly developer,” Simon added.
“We had multiple meetings and did
a lot of listening, and came up with

rendering courtesy of BARDAS Investment Group

A project at Melrose and Seward will be reduced from 5 stories to 4
stories after an agreement was reached with the community.

a win-win. We came up with a compromise that doesn’t compromise
the design or the property.”
The project will provide creative
office space for media and entertainment industry companies.
Simon said the location is near
many studios and production spaces
in the neighborhoods between
Santa Monica Boulevard and
Melrose Avenue, and there is a need
for more creative office space.
Pelico helped broker the compromise between the developer and the
community, and added that she was
also pleased with the outcome.

“It shows what you can accomplish when you work as partners,
work with the community and are
listening and creating a solution,”
she added. “That’s what we did.”
The Melrose and Seward Project
will next move to the City
Council’s Planning and Land Use
Management Committee for consideration, and later the full City
Council. Simon said he hopes the
project will be considered by the
council later this fall, and he hopes
to begin construction near the end
of the year or in the beginning of
2023.

In Hollywood, state issues have local consequences
n Legislators discuss

‘State of the State’ with
Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce
By JOEy WALDINGER

Although California has enjoyed
historic budget surpluses in recent
years, the state’s funds are distributed unequally, and the disparity is
evident in soaring rents, rising
crime and homelessness, said state
lawmakers
gathered
at
a
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
breakfast on Sept. 30, who spoke
during a panel moderated by Fox 11
news anchor Elex Michaelson.
“I’m not going to paint a rosy
picture and tell you ‘Hey we’re
doing great,’ because I don’t think
that tells what happened in
California,” Assemblyman Miguel
Santiago (D-Los Angeles), said.
“We have to reevaluate what works
and what hasn’t, and for who and
for whom not.”
Joining Michaelson and Santiago
on the panel were Sen. Ben Allen
(D-Santa
Monica),
Assemblywoman Laura Friedman
(D-Glendale), and Sen. María
Elena Durazo (D-Los Angeles).
While the panelists described
problems affecting residents across
the state, the effects of the problems
are acutely felt in Hollywood,
where the film industry continues
be a huge engine of economic
growth.
In her 25 years as a film development executive and producer,
Friedman said she saw how many
productions decided to film in
Canada because of its film tax credit, or in North Carolina and other
states where costs are lower. Now,
as an assemblywoman representing
many people in the film industry,
she noted how moving with a production strains working families.
“Not having to go shoot for six
months, seven months, eight
months or a year out of state, and
leaving their families behind, is
important for them and their families,” Friedman said.
She said that California’s diversi-

fied economy and liberal values,
which align with many in the film
industry, will continue to make the
state an attractive place to shoot.
But film crews need a financial reason to stay in the state, which
makes it all the more important that
California now has its own film tax
credit, Durazo said.
Passing the tax required public
outreach, as lawmakers had to convince constituents that the tax was
not a subsidy for wealthy people
and that the film industry creates
“tens of thousands of incredible
careers where you can raise a family, you have the benefits that you
need. It’s strong middle class jobs,”
Durazo said.
Still, there are more challenges
the film industry needs to overcome:
“The hiring of women and people of color,” Durazo said, adding,
“We have to do a better job.”
But there are other statewide
issues affecting economic growth
in Los Angeles’ film and tourism
industry, most prominently crime
and homelessness, Michaelson
said.
“When people think of
Hollywood, they think of the studios, but … increasingly, they also
think of homelessness and crime,”
he added.
Allen called for a reimagined
police force to maintain order in
Hollywood and keep visitors and
residents safe, specifically calling
for an increased police presence on
Metro trains and buses.
Unlike in other cities across the
world where public transit is used
by people from all strata of society,
Metro largely serves the city’s poor.
Without any better option, they are
left to ride in trains where they feel
unsafe, Allen said.
“When you go on to the Red
Line, the Purple Line, it’s … folks
who can’t afford a car who are
there, and they quite frankly feel
scared,” Allen said. “We really need
to redouble our investment in safety
on the subway lines.”
Durazo said that legislators have
tried to use the state’s surplus funds
to improve public transit infrastructure, but more has to be done.

Besides increasing the number of
people who ride public transit, the
state should also invest more heavily in the manufacturing and
upkeep of public transit facilities
and equipment, which creates
good-paying middle class jobs.
At the same time, the state has to
address the root causes of homelessness, especially a lack of jobs
for people transitioning out of
homelessness, Durazo said.
She added that the state already
has in place a number of programs
to provide services for people in
different phases of homelessness,
but that without the ability to find
stable employment, the programs
have failed to stop the growth of the
homeless population.
Durazo pointed to the homeless
tax credit, a package of legislation
she introduced last year with
Assemblyman Richard Bloom (DSanta Monica), through which
employers could claim $30,000
annually for hiring homeless

photo by Joey Waldinger

Fox 11 anchor Elex Michaelson, left, moderated a panel with state Sen.
María Elena Durazo (D-Los Angeles), Sen. Ben Allen (D-Santa Monica),
Assemblywoman Laura Friedman (D-Glendale) and Assemblyman
Miguel Santiago, who discussed how California’s issues are affecting
Hollywood.

employees, as one of the best paths
to stability.
Santiago
said
that
the
Community Assistance, Recovery
and Empowerment Act is another
of the state’s most innovative pieces
of legislation tackling the root causes of homelessness. Under the legislation, homeless people with
severe mental health disorders can

be referred to and held by CARE
Court, where they are given longterm comprehensive treatment
plans.
“If all we’re saying to them is
come here and get a room at a hotel
or a motel, where’s the hope for
them? Why should they believe that
things are going to change?”
Durazo said.
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For this Jewish teacher, education goes
beyond the classroom
n Three other Jewish

educators honored with
cash award
By JOEy WALDINGER

Shoshana Braude, a third-grade
teacher at Bais Chaya Mushka, a
Jewish orthodox school at 9051 W.
Pico Blvd., has spent decades teaching her students Jewish principles
while molding them in to the best,
most confident people they can be.
She pours herself into her work,
ensuring that her students’ parents can
contact her even after school ends,
and catering her education to the
needs and capability of each pupil.
For her dedication to the job –
which she considers a calling –
Braude was one of four recipients
on Sept. 22 of the Jewish Educator
Awards, a program by the Milken
Family Foundation that each year
awards $15,000 to stand-out educators at Jewish schools in the Los
Angeles area.
“I’m just a very, very fortunate
person that this is how I get to
spend my days,” Braude said after
receiving the award.
Surprise is a key element to the
awards, and Braude and her students thought they had gathered at
the school’s auditorium for a more
routine assembly. Halfway through,
chatter began to waft into the
assembly room, and teachers had to
gently remind restless students to
pay attention.
But as Gil Graff, executive director of Builders of Jewish Education,
an organization that supports
Jewish education across greater Los
Angeles, announced Braude as the
winner, the room broke out in
applause as she stood up and
smiled, clearly emotional.
“I don’t really have a job. I really
have fun, because every one of my
students is so great,” Braude said.
Besides Braude, Rabbi Daniel
Grama, director of recruitment and
a Torah instructor at Valley Torah
High School; Larry Kligman, head
of school at Abraham Joshua
Heschel Day School; and Monica
Daranyi, math teacher and 9-10
division
dean
at
Milken
Community School, were honored
with awards this year.
The Milken Family Foundation,
an education nonprofit founded 40
years ago, began the JEA tradition
in 1990 as a way to “dramatically
expand the support and recognition
for teachers, administrators and
other education professionals working in schools affiliated with

[BJE,]” according to the JEA website. “By surprising educators with
their awards before entire school
communities, we say in a very public way that excellence in education
should be rewarded. And by capturing the imagination of students, we
hope to encourage our next generation to consider the adventure and
impact of teaching.”
Braude treats her career as an
ongoing education, frequently
attending professional development
workshops and researching new
teaching methods to keep her students inspired.
She has been working at the school
long enough to now be teaching the
children of her former students, and
her style of teaching has evolved
throughout the years, she said.
About 20 years ago, Braude
attended a one-week workshop
with Howard Glasser, who created
the Nurtured Heart Approach, a
teaching philosophy to help children with behavioral problems use
their intensity in positive ways.
“It really, I think, upped what I
do as far as … helping [students]
recognize their greatness, and
building them in the most positive
way,” Braude said.
Over the years, Braude has also
noticed that her students are maturing faster, which has only reinforced one of her core teaching
tenets: kids are to be treated with
the same respect afforded to adults.
“They are people, the same as
adults. … Maybe a little bit smaller
in stature and a little bit earlier on in
their growth process, but you treat
them with respect like you would
any other human being, and then
they respect you back,” Braude said.
As director of recruitment at
VTHS, Grama leads programs to
welcome into the temple Sephardic
Jews – who are descended from a
group of Jews that dispersed around
the world from North Africa after
being expelled from Spain and
Portugal – as well as Jews earlier in
their religious and spiritual education, said Jana Rausch, vice president of communications at the
Milken Family Foundation.
“[Grama] exudes kindness, caring
and true admiration for the young
men he has taught at VTHS for more
than 11 years,” Rausch said.
Kligman returned to work at
Heschel after graduating from there
in 1985.
He held various positions before
being named head of school in
2013, including dean of students,
middle school director and associate head of school.

Notable Quotes

“I’ve always wanted to be somebody, but I see now I should have
been more specific.”
Lily Tomlin
Tomlin is one of the most honored performers in history, having
won two Tonys, seven Emmys, a Grammy, a Golden Globe, two
Peabody Awards and a Screen Actors Guild Lifetime Achievement
Award.

*source: brainyquote.com/quotes/lily_tomlin_131582.

During his tenure, Kligman
strengthened the middle school by
creating new leadership roles for
students while expanding extracurricular activities, helping increase
enrollment while it was shrinking at
most non-Orthodox Jewish schools.
“He inspires those around him to
engage in the community and make
a difference in the world, embodying the school’s core values:
integrity, justice, intellectual curiosity, empathy and individual and
communal responsibility,” Rausch
said.

photo by Joey Waldinger:

Shoshana Braude was urprised with a Jewish Educator Award. She was
one of four educators honored with the cash prize this year.
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Remember, we’re all just star dust
In October, my martinis kiss me
back. They taste like seawater,
which is the primeval taste I prefer
in a martini (or a kiss).
In October, I also start remembering Pissarro’s amazing Dutch landscapes. Such haystacks! And I consider making Posh’s famous chicken chili again.
Also, every autumn, I start craving Marlo Thomas. I think it was
around this time of year when
“That Girl” premiered, leaving a
forever dent in my pre-pubescent
brain. Go figure.
In other news: Going to be a big
weekend. My granddaughter
(Catty Cakes) is finally home from
a long swing through the Eastern
Seaboard, where for two months

photo by Chris Erskine

Look who’s back. My granddaughter made a lot of campaign stops
during her long East Coast trip.

by
Chris
Erskine
she waved to total strangers, pretending to laugh at everything they
said. I think they elected her governor of New Jersey.
Governor Cakes, what do you
plan to do about organized crime?
Unfortunately, I’ll have to give
Penny Laine back, her dreamy
golden retriever.
Probably for the best. Penny
Laine barks at everything. Time.
Space. Hesitation. Self-doubt. The
other day, she barked at the nearly
imperceptible ticking made by
eggs boiling gently on the stove.
Too much energy. “Read the
room,” I tell her. “And quit chewing my knee.”
But she never does. Penny Laine
flounces. She’s Cheryl Tiegs. Like
me, she’s suffered from a very
happy childhood. There is no edge
to her, nothing remotely cynical.
“I hate you,” I whispered to her
the other day. “I really, really hate
you.”
But we should cherish our golden retrievers. They have all the
happy traits Americans are starting
to lose: hope, honesty, compassion.
She’ll return this week to her
home in Santa Monica, that throwpillow, that cloud on the coast. For

photo courtesy of the First-In Fire Foundation

Capt. Osvaldo Garcia, left, celebrated the donation with Councilwoman
Heather Hutt, First-in Fire Foundation President Lyn MacEwen Cohen,
Battalion 18 Chief Kenneth Miller, Capt. Addison Birdine (retired) and
Steven Rosenthal, director of operations for First-In Fire Foundation.

Foundation furnishes freezer
full of food for firefighters
The First-In Fire Foundation and
Los Angeles City Councilwoman
Heather Hutt, 10th District, provided a freezer filled with frozen meats
on Oct. 3 to Fire Station 68, located
at 5023 W. Washington Blvd. The
fire station is among four stations
under the LAFD’s Battalion 18,
which also includes Fire Station 61
in the Miracle Mile.
“We are thankful and appreciative of First-In Fire Foundation and
Councilmember Heather Hutt for
providing a new freezer and filled
with meats,” said Capt. Osbaldo
Garcia, of Fire Station 68. “We are
happy to be part of the community.
We are here to provide the best service possible.”
The freezer was funded by the
First-In Fire Foundation and Hutt’s
office. The councilwoman also provided funds for a microwave-air

fryer in support of the foundation’s
Firehouse Test Kitchen-Small
Appliances Program.
“Our firefighters have been
essential heroes on the front lines,
risking their lives to keep our communities safe and protected,” Hutt
said. “This donation will allow our
firefighters to stock up ahead of any
emergencies, making our first
responders even better equipped to
continue their heroic work.”
“For every local community, the
firehouse is our first stand and the
last stand for emergency preparedness,” said Lyn MacEwen Cohen,
president of the First-In Fire
Foundation. “If we can do something to make it easier to live at the
firehouse, we will do it.”
For information, call (323)2581589, or email firstinfirefoundation@gmail.com.

seven weeks, she’s lived on this
toasty side of L.A., so hot in the
afternoons I couldn’t even walk her
and White Fang.
Instead, we started convening in
the shady backyard.
“BONE BREAK!” I’d yell, and
pull some beef bones from the
fridge. I’d stuff the ends with
peanut butter – Suzanne’s idea –
and turn the two dogs loose on the
lawn.
They rather loved this.
Then, one day, I squirted
whipped cream in the hollow ends
of the bones. This made our daily
BONE BREAK! even more popular and ridiculous than it already
was. There was wiggling and waggling and ball-room dancing. Lots
of slurping around my ankles, a
gesture I’ve actually grown to
enjoy.
Soon, Penny Laine will be gone
and I can go back to doing housework in the nude (you just can’t do
that with guests around).
Who used to joke about nude
housework? I want to say Pope
Gregory I. But it might’ve been
Phyllis Diller or Joan Rivers.
Funny ladies, both. Remember
Phyllis Diller’s wild hair? Such
haystacks!
For the record, I vacuum the way
Richard Petty drove race cars. I
take corners on one wheel…
weeeeeeeeeeee! I knock over
chairs. Once, I ran over a kid. He
just froze, as a squirrel would.
Nothing I could really do. He was
fine. A little linty, but fine.
I vacuum ferociously because I
hate vacuuming. During the pan-

photo by Chris Erskine

White Fang and Penny Laine during a bone break in the backyard.

demic, our housekeeper ran off
with the gardener, so now I am
officially the housekeeper, though
the gardener came back, thank
gawd. He’s been really tight-lipped
about what transpired, though I
wouldn’t mind a few steamy
details. Love is love. Nothing to be
ashamed of.
That’s what I always tell the
lovely Suzanne: “Don’t be
ashamed. You could do waaaaaaay
worse.”
“Really?” she says.
Hey, we’re all star dust, remember? No matter who we are, how
successful, how short, how strong,
how naked, at the end of the day
we’re all merely star dust.
I thought of this as I was looking
through my phone contacts the other
day. Some big names, though a little
dated. Thanks to my long awful stint
as a sports columnist, I realized I still

have phone numbers for:
–Pete Carroll
–Fran Drescher
–Chevy Chase
–Dick Butkus
–Doo Doo the Clown
–Jimmy the Hat
–Collin Morikawa’s dad
So yeah, my phone is way more
interesting than I’ll ever be.
Some day, I’ll pour the world’s
biggest beer, turn on a Dodger playoff game and start “rolling calls,” as
they say at the talent agencies, just
go down the line and start dialing:
“Hello, Doo Doo the Clown?
Yes, I’m calling to confirm that this
is still the best contact for you.”
Email the columnist at
letters@chriserskinela.com. For
books or past columns, or to schedule a speaking appearance, visit
chriserskinela.com.
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Strong takes audience through ‘Universe’
By rance collins

Cecily Strong has been an MVP
on “Saturday Night Live” since
2012, and when she resumes
appearances later this season, she
will become the longest-running
female cast member in the series’
history. She is known for celebrity
impressions, particularly her deadon, portrayals of Judge Jeanine
Pirro, Melania Trump and Dianne
Feinstein.
I’m partial to a moment a few
seasons ago when she nailed
Catherine Deneuve in a hilarious
“Weekend Update” sketch, but I
digress. Put simply, her character
versatility has been one of the main
reasons the show has kept working
over the last decade. It is no surprise
that she would take on a multi-personality one-woman show.
“The Search for Signs of
Intelligent Life in the Universe” is
one of Lily Tomlin’s crowning
achievements. A popular 1985
Broadway play, Tomlin won a Tony
for her performance. Written by her
now-wife Jane Wagner, the show
follows a series of characters, all of
whom come together under a bag
lady who’s been tapped by the
aliens to help study the human race.
Most of the play appears disconnected until the second half, when
the convergence of the various
characters crystalizes a universal
message of the interconnectedness
of all beings … at least that’s what I
got out of it.
Strong has a tall assignment, taking on not just a performance that is
something of a theatrical legend,
but one that was preserved on film
and is readily available to view

today. It’s on YouTube as of this
writing, actually. Tomlin, of course,
has also enjoyed a recent career
resurgence, with the popularity of
her Netflix sitcom “Grace and
Frankie,” co-starring Jane Fonda,
and two movies currently in production. A making-of documentary
of her 1980 classic “9 to 5” just hit
theaters, too. Not to mention
Tomlin’s consistent pop culture
wins over the years, starting with
“Laugh-In” and continuing with her
Oscar-nominated
turn
in
“Nashville,” her voice work on
“The Magic School Bus” and
appearances in everything from
“The West Wing” to “Desperate
Housewives.” Next to that Tony,
she’s got a lot of hardware, including a few Emmys and a Grammy.
Any role that Tomlin takes on,
especially when it is really multiple
roles, is something only an
extremely talented, versatile performer can embody.
That’s where Strong steps in.
Put simply, she’s a revelation.
Yes, “SNL” fans will see plenty of
hints of some of the characters she’s
played in a sketch or two, but they
will also see new depths to her abilities, the kind of depths that can
only be achieved when brilliant
writing meets a brilliant performer.
The play has been updated for the
modern era, with the “bag lady”
guide (Trudy) making references to
“the cloud” and a few other terms
that didn’t exist in the 1980s. The
main characters, though, intersect
over a period that seems to last 1015 years, with Trudy dipping into
the lives of people during and after
the women’s movement of the
early-1970s.

Strong originally performed the
play at The Shed in New York earlier this year, but the messaging surrounding the women’s movement
most certainly plays differently
now, with this summer’s Supreme
Court decision overturning Roe v.
Wade providing new layers to
Wagner’s commentary on the way
women attempting to “have it all”
are treated by society (read: men).
Wagner doesn’t dwell in any of

by the Bulgari company. I hope
there is a swift vote against the
plan, and city council members
side with the voters who elected
them.

Re “Home of civic giants and
athletic gladiators,” Our People
Our Places, Sept. 29

Anna M. Julien
Beverly Hills

What a wonderful article on the
Coliseum and love the magazine
layout!
Such a nice job and the photos
truly bring it home.
On behalf of Coliseum
Commission President George
Pla and the entire Commission,
we thank you your interest and
sharing the Coliseum with your
readers. Thanks for helping us tell
the story of “the Greatest Stadium
in the World.”

The hotel project brings misery
and enormous environmental hazards to the canyon. It reduces the
canyon area into an unsavory and
unhealthy commercial zone
instead of a residential area that it
is now.
The hotel does not belong this
canyon. It belongs on a busy commercial city center.

Al Naipo
CAO and Secretary
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
Commission

Opposition continues to
Bulgari hotel project
Re “Vote delayed on Benedict
Canyon hotel,” Sept 22 issue
Thank you to our neighbors
who truly are invested in this
community and reach out to
everyone to let them know what
the issues are. In this case, it is a
large and dangerous proposal that
will impact us all.
As a homeowner here in the
canyon, I am completely against
the hotel development proposed

Chogollah Maroufi
Beverly Hills
Mixing business with your
home life is always a dicey
prospect. In this case, you’re talking about taking an iconic canyon
and inviting an unprecedented
number of outsiders to traverse it.
The inevitable is likely to occur:
soul-crushing traffic, avoidable
accidents and the defiling of an
otherwise pristine, natural space.
This space doesn’t call for a
hotel. It calls for respect. It calls
for supporting the vision of those
that created the homes there.
Enough is enough. Do not grant
special privileges to the developer, no matter how shiny and pretty
the hotel may be. Let the canyon
be as it was originally intended.
Cynthia Baseman
Beverly Hills

See Play page 22

by Craig Schwartz Photography

Cecily Strong appears in “The
Search for Signs of Intelligent Life
in the Universe” through Oct. 23 at
the Mark Taper Forum.

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood Planning Commission will
hold a Public Hearing to consider the following item:
LOCATIONS:

8901 Sunset Boulevard, West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

Request to replace an existing static V-shaped billboard with
a new V-shaped billboard containing both static and digital
faces on a property designated as a cultural resource, subject to a development agreement and as part of the Sunset
Boulevard Off-Site Signage Policy.

PERMIT(S):

Administrative Permit, Billboard Permit, Certificate of Appropriateness, Development Permit, Zone Map Amendment,
and any other required permits.

APPLICANT(S):

Andrew Bilanzich, ACE Outdoor (Afriat Consulting Group,
Inc.)

TIME/PLACE
OF HEARING:

Thursday, October 20, 2022 at 6:30 p.m.
West Hollywood Park Public Meeting Room – Council
Chambers
625 N. San Vicente Boulevard
West Hollywood, CA 90069

ZONES:

SSP (Sunset Specific Plan)

Letters to the Editor
Kudos for article on
Coliseum in Our People
Our Places

these points. Her writing has no
intention to beat you over the head
with a message. By establishing
early-on that we are going to shift
through a scattershot of people, her
writing conditions us to comprehend a point as its presented to us.
When we get to the close, when the
whole thing “kind of” makes sense,
Wagner allows the audience to sit
just long enough with an infinite
feeling of possibility. Cut to black,
take a bow.
In a divided world, too, this play
feels particularly poignant. The

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Negative Declaration prepared for Sunset Boulevard Off-Site
Signage Policy.

City Hall is open to the public. Virtual or in-person appointments will continue to
be available and highly encouraged. The staff report will be available on Thursday,
October 13, 2022 on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be limited to raising only those
issues you or someone else raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice,
or in the written correspondence delivered to the West Hollywood Planning Commission, via the Planning & Development Services Department at, or prior to, the
Public Hearing.
To comply with the American with Disabilities Act of 1990, If you require special
assistance to participate in this meeting (e.g., a signer for the hearing impaired),
you must call, or submit your request in writing to the Office of the City Clerk at
(323) 848-6800 at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate in said Public Hearing to
express their opinion in this matter.
For further information regarding this item, contact Jennifer Davis, Senior Contract
Planner in the Planning and Development Services Department at (323) 848-6475;
or via email at: jdavis@weho.org
Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

Мы сообщаем вам об обсуждении проекта. Для дополнительной информации на русском языке звоните: 323-8486826.
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CicLAVia strides into downtown
On Oct. 9, 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Metro
will present “CicLAvia - Heart of
LA,” 7 miles of car-free open
streets for all to enjoy as a temporary park space – free of charge.
Participants of all ages and abilities
can play, explore local gems and
sightsee, while experiencing the joy
of safe, people-powered transportation on car-free open streets. The
CicLAvia – Heart of LA is an
opportunity to explore the streets of
Echo Park, Downtown LA,
Historic Core on Broadway, Civic
Center, Chinatown, Little Tokyo
and the Arts District. For the first
time, CicLAvia – Heart of LA will
include the new 6th Street Bridge.
The CicLAvia - Heart of LA is an
anchor event that CicLAvia has
done every year since its first open
streets event in 2010. This route
represents the 41st CicLAvia and

includes the communities of Echo
Park, Grand Park, Civic Center,
Historic Core, Chinatown, Arts
District, Little Tokyo and Boyle
Heights. As one of CicLAvia’s signature anchor events, the Heart of
LA experience brings together the
diversity of communities that have
anchored CicLAvia open streets
events with the new iconic 6th
Street Bridge.
All Hubs have food trucks,
restrooms, free water refilling stations, free basic bike repair, bike
parking and first aid. In addition,
free pedicab rides, courtesy of
AARP, are available at each information booth.
Hubs are resting and meeting
points along the route and offer
additional programming and activities. For example, be sure to stop by
Grand Park for their 10th

Anniversary Family Festival celebration. The public is invited to
engage in wellness activities,
music, dance, food and art. The
programs will spotlight long-time
community partners of Grand Park,
non-profits and small businesses
with workshops and events that
raise awareness and exemplify the
power of creative expression. At
another Hub, JPL’s Universe Public
Engagement team will bring a
photo booth backdrop with recent
imagery from the James Webb
Space Telescope, while also distributing English and Spanish astrophysics-related art and NASA logo
stickers – perfect for sticking on
bike helmets. And attendees can
stop by the LA28 booth, whose
mission is to create an unparalleled
Olympic and Paralympic experience for athletes, fans and local
communities, and is making sports
more accessible for kids by investing $160 million in youth sports

Grand Park marks 10th anniversary with celebration

Grand Park, powered by The
Music Center, celebrates its yearlong 10th anniversary with a spectacular two-day festival for the
entire family filled with live music
performances, innovative art installations, wellness workshops and
activities and more. The weekend
celebration, Oct. 8-9, highlights the
signature free events that laid the
foundation over the past decade for
Grand Park to become Los
Angeles’ central gathering place
and honors the legacy of performers, artists, community partners,
audiences and parkgoers who
helped to shape Grand Park as the
park for everyone.
Originally conceived as a
dynamic cultural and global crossroads, Grand Park has become an
authentic space that demonstrates
what it means to be a reflection of
one of the most diverse, dynamic
and complex counties in the nation.

Over the past 10 years, this vision
has become a reality, with the park
honoring the creativity and identity
of Angelenos through its free yearround programming rooted in
hometown pride.
Grand Park’s two-day celebration also will feature an expanded
version of an interactive art installation House of Words by Jimenez
Lai, which debuted at Grand Park’s
4th of July Block Party, produced in
partnership with NOW ART LA.
The installation includes a live
acoustic composition and special
performance by Morgan Sorne and
a video montage by Nany Cárdenas
honoring Grand Park’s 10th
anniversary.
“The myriad of events we have
planned for Grand Park’s 10th
anniversary exemplifies the
strength and vibrancy of L.A.’s
connectedness to its rich and
diverse histories. During the past

decade, Grand Park joined forces
with more than 250 community
and county partners, as well as
more than 1,000 artists, to enrich
and entertain millions of parkgoers
through joyful, unique and unforgettable experiences,” Grand Park
director Julia Diamond said. “As a
result, Grand Park has evolved as
the park for everyone, a central
gathering space where Angelenos
come to be themselves and connect with each other. Join us to celebrate the park’s past, present and
future!”
“Grand Park has emerged as a
leader among urban parks in the
nation by using arts and culture programming as an equity and bridgebuilding tool,” Rachel S. Moore,
president and CEO of The Music
Center, said. “Over the past ten
years, Grand Park has become a
unique and critical safe space for
Angelenos to foster connections

photo courtesy of CicLAVia

The CicLAVia – Meet the Hollywoods event brought thousands of
cyclists to the streets in August.

across Los Angeles ahead of the
Olympic Games.
CicLAvia is a nonprofit that catalyzes vibrant public spaces, active
transportation and good health
through car-free streets. Whether
one walks, strolls, skate, jogs,
scooter or bikes, CicLAvia creates
more incredible moments and experiences enjoying our city streets

together.
There are many local gems near
and along the Heart of LA route –
discover them by visiting
ciclavia.org/local_gems_hola22.
Participants assume all known
and unknown risks of participation
in CicLAvia. More information
regarding participants rights can be
found at ciclavia.org/heart_of_la22.

between generations and empower
individuals whose voices deserve to
be uplifted. Congratulations to
Grand Park’s 10th year of recognizing, unleashing and celebrating the
creativity, and voices, in all of us,
and we thank Los Angeles County
for entrusting The Music Center
with a long-term lease of 10 years
to manage and create exciting programming at this incredible space.”
Following the 10th anniversary

weekend celebration, Grand Park
will hold a number of additional
signature free events, including
Grand Park’s Downtown Día de los
Muertos (Oct. 22-Nov. 2) and
Grand Park’s NYELA (Dec. 31),
each of which will acknowledge the
anniversary.
For a complete list of events and
activities scheduled for Grand
Park’s 10th anniversary weekend
celebration, visit grandparkla.org

L.A. Animal Services running out of shelter space

Los Angeles Animal Services’
six shelters have more than 1,400
dogs, 1,300 cats and 400 pocket
pets including rabbits, hamsters and
Guinea pigs. As the shelters near
capacity, the city needs the community’s help to find new homes for

the pets.
To encourage adoptions of dogs
and cats and to kick off October as
Adopt A Shelter Dog Month, L.A.
Animal Services will offer reduced
adoption fees on Oct. 1 and Oct. 2.
Adoption fees for dogs are $51, and

photo courtesy of The Music Center

Oct. 8-9 will see Grand Park buzzing with activity to celebrate its 10th
year.

$75 for puppies. Adoption fees for
cats and kittens will be waived
thanks to a grant from the ASPCA.
“As an open intake shelter, we
take in all animals who come in
through our doors, but we are running out of space,” said Annette
Ramirez, L.A. Animal Services
interim general manager.
“We desperately need the community’s help to foster or adopt a
pet as the numbers of animals being
brought into our shelters are being
outpaced by the number of pets we
are able to place into homes.”
Dogs and cats adopted from L.A.
Animal Services join their new
families already spayed or
neutered, vaccinated, licensed and
microchipped, and adopters receive
a VCA Healthy Start Certificate,
which provides up to $250 of follow up veterinary care within the
first 14 days of adoption. Canine
companions adopted from L.A.
Animal Services are also eligible
for free dog training classes at the
Paws for Life K9 Rescue People
and Pet Innovation Center in
Mission Hills.
For information, visit pawsforlifek9.org.

Jamie Lee to be honored for 11th Rose Award

The Rose Award, an annual luncheon and ceremony honoring a
woman who has made extraordinary contributions to the quality of
life in Los Angeles, will be held on
Oct. 13 from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. All

funds raised through the event support the Los Angeles Parks
Foundation.
This year’s 11th annual event
will honor Jamie Lee, CEO of
Jamison Realty, Inc. The event is

hosted by the Los Angeles Parks
Foundation and will be held at the
Exposition Park Rose Garden,
located at 701 State Drive. For
information, visit laparksfoundation.org/roseaward2022.

photo courtesy of The Music Center

Oct. 8-9 will see Grand Park buzzing with activity to celebrate its 10th
year.

Rainy
Season
is here!
Call Now!

Full Serivce Residential and
Commercial Roofer
Locally owned & operated since 1925.
• Leak specialist • Senior Discounts
• Free estimates

1015 N. Gower St. • Hollywood
(323)469-2981
www.supremerooﬁng.com
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Fashion week returns to Farmers Market
Metropolitan Fashion Week
returned to the Farmers Market for
its opening event on Sept. 29. The
fashion expo celebrated its 10th
anniversary. Eduardo Khawam is
the founder and president of the
event, which also hosts shows in
Seattle, Palm Springs and Las
Vegas. This year’s theme was world
architecture, with each designer in
the show making their own “fashion
masterpiece” based on designs from
around the globe.
“Hollywood’s more than just fashion,” Khawan said. “It’s about television, motion pictures, commercials,
music videos. Usually when you go
to a fashion week, you will see
ready-to-wear [clothes], and you
have buyers trying to buy the collection. So, when I came out with the

concept of Metropolitan Fashion
Week … we didn’t want to create
something that was already out
there. So, what makes Metropolitan
Fashion unique is that one 80% of
the venues are historical buildings,
museums or iconic locations, like
the Farmers Market in this case.”
He went on to explain how the
fashion mimics Hollywood costume designs, creating unique and
striking pieces.
As the company’s website states,
Metropolitian Fashion Weeks celebrates “the world of fashion and
costume designers in the categories
of avant garde and couture gowns
and “spotlights over 750 works of
art created by international fashion
and costume designers.”
Khawan started the show based
on a suggestion from a friend about
stepping into the fashion space,

The Andaz West Hollywood on
Oct. 6 will host the launch of Andaz
West Hollywood Collection, an art
exhibit curated by Song-Word Art
House.
Showcased on the hotel’s art
exhibit mezzanine level, the Andaz
West Hollywood Collection is a
unique lyric-inspired exhibition
composed of 13 original paintings
and mixed media artworks. The
collection – drawing inspiration
from legendary musicians including Childish Gambino, Coolio,
Nina Simone, the Beatles, the
Rolling Stones and more – features
musical poetry from classic hit

songs that span the rock, pop,
punk, blues and hip hop musical
genres.
The reception will feature live
music and an assortment of beer,
wine and hors d'oeuvres for guests
to enjoy as they mingle and meet
the artists. All the art displayed will
be available for purchase with a
portion of the proceeds going
towards worthy causes.
The Andaz West Hollywood is
located at 8401 Sunset Blvd. The
event starts at 6 p.m. For information about the hotel, visit
hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/california
/andaz-west-hollywood/laxss.

By rance collins

after he experienced hard times
with his event producing career.
This suggestion came not long after
Khawan had a chance encounter
with then-Sen. Barack Obama. He
had been looking for a sign to keep
living out his American dream.
“And he told me, ‘Welcome to the
U.S. I hope we are treating you very
well. And I would love to see more
photo by James Giovanni Pan
people like you,’” Khawan recalled.
After success with events in An outfit from the opening festivities of Metropolitan Fashion Week at the
Seattle, he took his concept to Los Farmers Market crafted by Saori Mitome.
Angeles. The show has enjoyed success here too over the last decade.
This year’s closing festivities were
held at Los Angeles City Hall on
West Hollywood resident being of their families, communities
Oct. 1.
Barbara
Meltzer, who serves on and the world.
“I did reach my American dream,
According to ASA, ageism is
and 10,000 times more,” Khawam the American Society on Aging’s
Ageism and Culture Advisory widespread in society and can be
said.
For
information
about Council, has annonced that the found in workplaces and health
Metropolitian Fashion Week, visit ASA will celebrate Ageism systems to stereotypes seen on TV,
Awareness Day on Oct. 7.
advertising and in the media.
Modeled after the United
“The American Society on Aging
Nation’s International Day of is reaching out to our members and
Older Persons, Ageism Awareness allies to raise awareness about
Day provides an opportunity to ageism and to put an end to what
draw attention to the existence and aging expert Ashton Applewhite
impact of ageism in our society.
describes as a ‘prejudice against our
“Aging is not a problem,” ASA future self,’” Kaldes said.
president/CEO Peter Kaldes said.
The American Society on Aging
“Ageism is. And because of this, we unites, empowers and champions
are determined to explore cultural everyone striving to improve aging.
views on aging and portrayals of Since 1954, ASA has developed and
aging at the individual, community led the largest, most diverse comand national levels. We want to munity of professionals working in
reframe how we talk about aging as aging in America. As a result, ASA
the natural process of life, shift rep- has become the go-to source to culphoto courtesy of Andaz West Hollywood
resentations of aging often portrayed tivate leadership, advance knowlA new art collection at Andaz
in the media as being a period of edge and strengthen the skills of our
West Hollywood features original
decline and promote representation members and others who work with
paintings and mixed media works
of older adults in the arts as the and on behalf of older adults.
experienced and unique individuals
For information about ASA,
inspired by some of the world’s
they are, engaged with the well- visit asaging.org.
most famous musicians.

Ageism Awareness Day Oct. 7

Andaz West Hollywood launches new art show

Pinktob攀 Cinnamon Ro氀s
For Breast Cancer Awareness Month
25¢ of every Cinnamon Roll sold
will go to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation

Pick up a dozen and show your supp漀t!

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

6333 W. 3rd St. at the Farmers Market
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

Now Open Mon.-Thurs. 6:30am -7:30pm
Fri. Sat. & Sun. Open til 8:30pm
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Terranea turns pink
in October

A

ttend the ONEHOPE Wine
Tasting event on Oct.7 at 6
p.m. Proceeds from ONEHOPE
purchases benefit local foundations. Throughout the month,
order a glass of ONEHOPE Wine
Rosé or Tanteo margaritas at any
of the resort’s restaurants and proceeds will be donated, plus ONEHOPE Wine and Tanteo will
match donations for each beverage.
Through Oct. 31, the oceanfront
luxury resort supports National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
The award-winning culinary team
has created pink savory and sweet
items such as rose-hued desserts at
Sea Beans, and will be donating a
portion of food and beverage
sales. Those seeking a signature
body treatment will also have a
donation from each treatment go

Beverly Press/Park Labrea News

to breast cancer support and
research. The Spa is also offering
breast exam cards to raise awareness for self-care, as well as a special area featuring a “Pink
Boutique,” with retail proceeds
donated to a breast cancer nonprofit. Visitors and guests participating in ocean adventure activities will also have a portion of
their transaction benefit breast
cancer organizations Cancer
Support Community South Bay
and Play for P.I.N.K. 100 Terranea
Way, (866)261-5873.

OTOTO and Tsubaki
sake tasting

E

njoy an afternoon tasting of
more than 40 different sakes
and bite-sized items by chef
Charles Namba including katu
sando, miso-cured cream cheese
and furikake popcorn. The sake

event will occur from 2-5 p.m. and
is $65 per person. Participants
receive unlimited tastings of sakes
from nine importers and distributors including World Sake, Fifth
Taste, Skurnik, Vine Connections
and Joto Sake. Sake club members
get 10% off ticket price, and all
bottles are available for purchase
to take home. OTOTO will then
open for normal dinner service at 5
p.m. and Tsubaki at 5:30 p.m.
Purchase tickets on the OTOTO
Tock page. 1360 Allison Ave.,
(213)784-7930.

Mr. Bones Pumpkin
Patch opens
tomorrow

F

rom Oct. 7-30, the familyowned Mr. Bones Pumpkin
Patch is open daily from 9 a.m.-9
p.m. The patch brings the farm to
the city offering a spooky fun space
for families. This year’s activities
include Mr. Bones’ famous pumpkin villages, a petting zoo, dancing
spider bounces, a straw maze, Mr.
Bones super slide, Tipi village, giant
rocking horses, pumpkin decorat-

photo courtesy of The Beverly Hills Hotel

The Beverly Hills Hotel’s is celebrating its 100th anniversary with the
famed McCarthy Salad.

Beverly Hills Hotel’s McCarthy Salad

I

n celebration of the hotel’s
110th anniversary, The Beverly
Hills Hotel’s most celebrated dish,
the McCarthy Salad, will be
served in the Polo Lounge through
December. Servers will arrive to
the table with white gloves, the
salad and a bottle of Dom
Pérignon. This special salad is garnished with gold leaf flakes, lobster and caviar. It’s served in a
commemorative bowl made by
Bernardaud, the masters of French

porcelain since 1863. Guests will
get to take this exquisite bowl
home with them. The design is
inspired by the hotel’s Martinique
print that has adorned its walls
since 1949, and a portion of the
proceeds will go to the L.A.
Conservancy, in honor of the
hotels’ legendary architect Paul
Revere Williams. This special
McCarthy Salad is priced at
$1,912 to honor the year the hotel
opened.

Pumpkin Pancakes!
Boneless Center Cut
Pork Chops

Enjoy a Stack Today!
We Griddle or Griddle at Home

$4.98/lb.

With this ad only through 10/12/2022

The Perfect Fall Breakfast!
Indoor & Patio Dining • Take-out • Delivery

Pumpkin
or Original
Pancake Batter
32 oz. - $12.98
16 oz. $11.98
+ melted butter
& syrup

6333 W. Third St. 323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
Family Owned in the
Original Farmers Market for 81 Years

Now Open
Mon.-Thurs.
6:30am -7:30pm
Fri. Sat. & Sun.
Open til 8:30pm

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447

Follow Us!
@duparsfm
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ing, a rainbow slide and face painting, On Oct. 29, a Trick or Treat
Spooktacular will be held from 5-7
p.m. Tickets are $5-$30 per person,
depending on date and time. 10100
Jefferson Blvd. mrbonespumpkinpatch.com.

Breast Cancer
Awareness at
Fairmont Century
Plaza

C

entury City’s newest luxury
hotel, Fairmont Century Plaza,
is illuminated in pink in support of
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
throughout October. The exterior of
the iconic building will be illuminated in pink lighting at night while
The Bar at Century Plaza features a
specialty “PINK” cocktail. The
hotel will donate 10% of each
“PINK” cocktail purchase to THE
Breast Cancer Fundraiser. The
Fairmont Century Plaza is also
hosting a “Beauty Gives Back”
event on Oct. 13, where guests are
encouraged to donate unused, packaged beauty products. 2025 Avenue
of the Stars, (310)424-3030.

Sip & Savor at
Jean-Georges
Beverly Hills

I

nside the Waldorf Astoria, JeanGeorges Beverly Hills has partnered with Alma Rosa Winery and
Weiser Family Farms for this
month’s Sip & Savor dinner series.
On Oct. 14, starting at 7 p.m.,
guests will enjoy an exclusive sixcourse tasting menu and wine pairing experience guided by food and
wine partners who will introduce
each course. Prices start at $295 per
person, and reservations can be
made via OpenTable. 9850
Wilshire Blvd., (310)860-6700.

Starbird opens in
the South Bay

D

uring the grand opening of
Starbird on Sunday Oct. 9, the
restaurant will give free tenders to
the first 1,000 guests. Founded in
the Bay Area, the premium fastfood concept opens in Hermosa
Beach. The menu offers crispy

chicken that is never treated with
antibiotics, never frozen and
always individually hand-breaded
in a secret blend of gluten free flour
and spices. The menu features
crispy tenders, hand-chopped salads, wings with a choice of homemade flavors and sandwiches
served on house baked rolls. Dinein, carry-out and pick-up and contactless delivery are available
through the website, mobile app
and third-party delivery partners.
This location opens daily at 10:30
a.m. 429 CA-1, Hermosa Beach.
(424)237-8923.

Zinc Café & Market
opens on Melrose

O

wner and president John
Secretan opened his first Zinc
Café location in 1988 with his
mother Rosemarie in Laguna
Beach. Since then, Zinc has
expanded to L.A.’s Arts District,
and now Melrose Avenue. Menu
items at the Melrose location
include a Middle Eastern breakfast
See page 14

photo courtesy of Kástra Elión

During National Vodka month, Kástra Elión will present Mini Martini
Week.

Mini Martini Week in Los Angeles

D

uring National Vodka month,
Kástra Elión, the original
family-owned premium sipping
vodka distilled from Greek olives,
presents Mini Martini Week.
From Oct. 11-16, a collective of
bars and restaurants in L.A. are
offering a special mini martini by
Kástra Elión at a discounted price.
The participating venues include

Fanny’s at the Academy of
Motion Picture Museum, Tess and
Eveleigh on Sunset Boulevard,
Conservatory and Black Cat.
Mini martinis are $5 if participants mention the Kástra Elión
website and show the passport.
Fanny is located at 6067 Wilshire
Blvd., (323)930-3080, kastraelion.com.

Break the Fast at Du-par’s!
Dine-In,
Take Out &
Delivery

Boo Brownies!
Scary Sundaes!
Iced & Sprinkles
Donuts
All your favorite
ﬂavors!

A classic Cheeseburger & Fries
with a soft drink and a slice of pie

All Treats - No Tricks!

Enjoy a stack of Pancakes served with
melted butter and maple syrup.

Smoked Salmon Plate
with bagel, cream cheese, tomatoes

Bacon & Eggs
with Hashbrowns
In the Original Farmers Market
3rd & Fairfax

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447
Frances@dupars-psr.com

Follow us on
Instagram
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Sweet and spicy flavors abound at Girl & the Goat

Executive chef Stephanie Izard’s
life changed when she became the
winner of Bravo’s Top Chef and
was named a fan favorite in 2008.
When her restaurant Girl & the
Goat restaurant opened in Chicago,
it received buzz for its global, bold
flavors.
Angelenos were excited when
she opened in the Downtown L.A.
Arts District in 2021, offering a
menu that harmonizes local produce and products with Eastern and
Western influences into fun, innovative plates.
Since “Goat” is in the name of
her restaurant, she offers it twice on
the menu for guests to experience,
including a goat liver mousse
served with crumpets, biscuit
crackers, blueberry mustard and
pickled kumquats. They also serve
goat curry, which we ordered along
with a few items from the bread,
veggie, salad, fish and meat section.
The brick building that houses
Girl & the Goat has floor to ceiling
glass windows and a long bar. We
dined outside on the open terrace.
It was filled with greenery in pots
and party lights that added to a festive atmosphere.
One of my friends told us we had
to start with the naan and dips. The
naan was enormous on a plate the
size of a large pizza. It was slightly
puffy and airy with a lightly grilled
top and generous topping of
chopped green onions and crumble
of roasted garlic. It was served with
a small bowl filled with smooth
carrot hummus that had a swirl of
green pesto and chopped root vegetables.

We enjoyed this with a glass of
Idlewild 2021 Flora & Fauna Rose
wine from Geyserville. This aromatic organic pink wine offered
subtle notes of grapefruit highlighted by honey, jasmine and orange
blossoms. It also went well with
the tahini tofu dip that was
enhanced with an orange swirl and
crunchy quinoa.
We also ordered a loaf of
crunchy-on-the-outside, soft-andwarm-on-the-inside sourdough
bread. It was served on a plank
with harissa butter that had a drizzle of oil and sprinkling of spice,
and another small container of giardiniera. It had shredded carrots,
leeks, red peppers, onions, chopped
mint, jalapenos thinly sliced, garlic
and vinegar.
One of the prettiest dishes was
the ruby red beet salad with nasturtium petals, golden beet giardiniera
and sprinkling of nuts. The salad
was dressed with an aromatic yuzu
kosho vinaigrette – a fermented
Japanese condiment made with
yuzu juice and rind, Thai chiles and
salt. Well, that did it! The spices
got to me, and I had to drink two
glasses of water to cool down.
Nothing quite offers the flavors
of the end of summer like a colorful heirloom and stone fruit salad.
Chef Stephanie and her team feature a rainbow of colors that
include red, orange, green and yellow heirloom tomatoes. They chop
plums and apricots, add a couple of
green leaves and some more crispy
quinoa. This one had all of the acid,
sweetness and a slight heat of fiery
chili.
I drank more water before biting

By Jill Weinlein

into one of my favorite vegetable
dishes – corn. At Girl & The Goat,
the slightly sweet and flavorful
corn cobettes were grilled, showcasing slightly charred kernels.
Then, they were brushed with
spiced coconut caramel, a sprinkling of cotija cheese, Tajin, plus a
sprinkle of green onion. It was the
best elote-style corn that I’ve ever
tasted. The kernels were cooked
perfectly and the balance of flavors
were exquisite.
We also enjoyed the sautéed
green beans decorated with swirls
of creamy fish sauce vinaigrette
and roasted cashews.
When the duck tartare arrived on
a wood board, the crispy skin
looked like a thin roof over the pan
fried Brussels sprouts, and orange
dots of red savory and sweet
gochujang mixed with mayonnaise. Cape gooseberries and
sesame completed this dish.
We selected another glass of rosé
for the pan roasted redfish spiced in
a bold tamarind-shrimp broth and
served with a crispy rice salad. The
2021 Mariana rosé wine from

photo by Jill Weinlein

Desserts include popcorn flavored ice cream and a sweet chili crunch
sundae with strawberries and mango chunks.

Portugal was fresh and young,
offering a pale pink color and
nuances of red berries and minerals.
As the goat curry arrived, it
looked more like a salad with green
herbs, sliced pickled peppers and
julienne radishes. The radishes
were long, thin and white with red
ends that looked just like matchsticks. Underneath all of this were
tender pieces of goat meat and
crunchy masa chips. Goat is popular in a lot of cultures, and the meat
is slightly sweet. The earthy toppings offer a balance of heat and
coolness shining through with each
bite.
Since the desserts looked so
enticing, we decided to try one
called the “popcorn situation.” On
the bottom of the bowl were pieces
of a butter cake cubes on top of
creamy popcorn flavored ice cream
and a swirl of strawberry jam. A
handful of carnival-style caramel

popcorn completed this dish.
They also make a sweet chili
crunch sundae that arrives in a
bowl as a mound of vanilla bean ice
cream with pieces of cinnamon and
nutmeg spiced crispy wontons.
Sliced strawberries and mango
added a tropical essence, sesame
brittle offers a crunch, chopped
cilantro provides an earthiness and
a splash of chili oil completes the
experience.
The last dessert to arrive was a
melting scoop of sesame and cream
ice cream with a pour of sesame
caramel on top and chocolate
crunches. This helped cool me off
after enjoying all of the bold flavors and ingredients that chef Izard
and her team use to create some of
the most unique dishes in Los
Angeles. $$$ The restaurant opens
daily at 5 p.m. On Sundays, it’s
open for brunch from 10 a.m.-2
p.m. 555-3 Mateo St., (213)7994628.

cream pie
&
fresh baked

photo by Jill Weinlein

The dips at Girl & The Goat are as good as the breads.
From page 13

with fresh herbs, labneh, a jammy
egg and sourdough; a Sugar Kiss
melon salad with fennel and parmesan; and a fried egg sandwich with
herb cream cheese, pickled onions
and Persian cucumber. Signature
Zinc menu items include the
asparagus and cauliflower toast,
chilaquiles bowl, Belgian waffle,
avocado toast, Muesli, Thai salad,
Zinc Ruebenesque, Tricolore Salad
and citrus crème linguini. Beverage
highlights include Intelligentsia
Coffee, Art of Tea selections,
turmeric and matcha lattes. Classic
cocktails include the Zinc Mimosa
with peach, orange and raspberry,
and a house Bloody Mary. A market area offers quick snacks on the
go, more robust full meals, beer,
wine, curated housewares and
gifts. The restaurant will primarily
open for breakfast, lunch and the
to-go market seven-days a week
from 7 a.m.-4 p.m. Dinner service
will follow in the months to come.
8607 Melrose Ave., (323)4389835.

Dine LA Restaurant
Week

F

rom Oct. 14-28, over 300
restaurants are participating in
Dine LA’s fall program. Enjoy specially priced lunch and dinner
menus starting from $15-$65. New
participants and notable newcomers this season include Cali Chilli,
Canopy Club, Melrose Place,
Grand Central Market and GoGo’s
Tacos. Some of L.A.’s favorite
restaurants such as a.o.c.,
Kazunori, Saddle Peak Lodge and
Lawry’s Prime Rib are also participating. This season expands with
more hotels offering dine LA specials. LOAM at Ace Hotel
Downtown Los Angeles, Marco
Polo at Silverlake Inn & Pool,
Caldo Verde at The Proper
Downtown Los Angeles and
Culina at Four Seasons Beverly
Hills are among the participating
hotels this October. Visit
dinela.com.

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax

(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447

Follow Us!
@duparsfm
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Lisa See opens The Ebell’s new season
The Ebell of Los Angeles officially opens a new year of programming on Oct. 6 at 11:30

a.m. with New York Times bestselling author and Angeleno,
Lisa See. Her books have been

photo courtesy of The Ebell of Los Angeles

Author Lisa See will speak at the Ebell of Los Angeles on Oct. 6.

Theatre West hosts WestFest
The Ebell of Los Angeles officially opens a new year of programming on Oct. 6 at 11:30 a.m. with
New York Times best-selling
author and Angeleno, Lisa See. Her
books have been celebrated for
their authentic, deeply researched
lyrical stories about Chinese characters and cultures.
See will share insights into her

life, writing process and the
importance of women in her stories. In addition, enjoy a program
of musical excerpts from the
opera composed by Nathan Wang
and based on her first book, “On
Gold Mountain,” about her greatgrandfather Fong See who
became the 100-year-old godfather of Los Angeles’ Chinatown.

HEADQUARTERS!
We’ve got the SCARIEST
masks, costumes &
decorations for the
ultimate HALLOWEEN!
50% OFF
ALL COSTUMES
in the halloween
costume books

Spiders and
Skeletons,
Cauldrons,
Ghosts, Witches!
Plates, cups,
tablecloths,
balloons!

Support Small Business!
Thank You For Your Patronage!

5969 Melrose Ave. • (323)467-7124
(corner of Wilcox)

celebrated for their authentic,
deeply researched lyrical stories
about Chinese characters and
cultures.
See will share insights into her
life, writing process and the
importance of women in her stories. In addition, enjoy a program
of musical excerpts from the
opera composed by Nathan Wang
and based on her first book, “On
Gold Mountain,” about her greatgrandfather Fong See who
became the 100-year-old godfather of Los Angeles’ Chinatown.
Soprano Brooke Iva Lohman,
who made her debut in the role of
Ticie in LA Opera’s 2022 staging
of the opera, will sing the
excerpts live in The Ebell
Lounge, accompanied by composer Nathan Wang.
Tickets are $45 for members of
The Ebell of Los Angeles and $60
for nonmembers. For information, visit ebellofla.org/event/
opening-day-lunch-2022. The
Ebell is located at 743 S. Lucerne
Blvd.

Soprano Brooke Iva Lohman,
who made her debut in the role of
Ticie in LA Opera’s 2022 staging
of the opera, will sing the
excerpts live in The Ebell
Lounge, accompanied by composer Nathan Wang.
Tickets are $45 for members of
The Ebell of Los Angeles and $60
for nonmembers. For information,
visit ebellofla.org/event/openingday-lunch-2022. The Ebell is located at 743 S. Lucerne Blvd.

photo courtesy of the MAK Center for Art and Architecture

A renovation of the Schindler House’s roof will take place from
October to December.

Schindler House closes for
two months
The Schindler House will be
closed for roof restoration from
October to December.
The renovation effort is led by
the Friends of Schindler House,
the nonprofit organization whose
mission is to preserve and maintain Schindler’s Kings Road
House, with support from the
Museum der Angewandte Kunst
in Vienna.
Restoration for the Schindler
House has been ongoing since
1980 with funding from the city of
West Hollywood, the State of
California, the Republic of Austria
and private donations. The intent
is to return the house to its appearance on the date of completion,

June 6, 1922. For information
about the restoration efforts by
FoSH and their partners, visit
schindlerhouse.org.
The Schindler House, designed
by modernist architect and
Viennese émigré Rudolph M.
Schindler as his house and studio
in 1922, is owned and maintained
by the Friends of the Schindler
House. Since 1994 the Schindler
House has been operated by the
MAK Center for Art and
Architecture, running a multidisciplinary contemporary and experimental program in the spirit of
R.M.Schindler. The Schindler
House is located at 835 N. Kings
Road.
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
Sept. 25 and Oct. 1. The information was compiled from
crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies:
Los Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)8558850, and the Beverly Hills Police Department (310)550-4951.

Beverly Hills Police
Department

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 8400 block of
Gregory at 2:15 p.m.

Sept. 25

At 2:52 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 9600
block of Wilshire.

At 4:26 a.m., a suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under
the influence of alcohol or drugs in
the 100 block of N. Doheny.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 400 block of
S. Roxbury at noon.

Sept. 26
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 300 block of N.
Spalding at 1:30 a.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 100 block of N.
La Cienega at 8:30 p.m.
At 10:21 p.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim near the
corner of Wilshire and Rexford.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station
Sept. 25

At 12:25 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
9400 block of Olympic.

At 7:18 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8600
block of Melrose.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 9500 block of
Wilshire at 1:19 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 500 block of N. La
Cienega at 7:46 a.m.

At 2:35 p.m., a vandalism incident
was reported in the 100 block of N.
Gale.

At 2:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 110 block
of N. Hayworth.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 9000 block of
Wilshire at 4:21 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8300 block of Santa
Monica at 6 p.m.

Sept. 27

At 10:56 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 9200
block of Sunset.

At 10 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
400 block of S. Swall.

Sept. 26

An unknown suspect committed a
commercial theft in the 300 bock
of N. Rodeo at 1:51 p.m.

At 2 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7600
block of Santa Monica.

At 1:56 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 200
block of N. Rodeo.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8600 block of
Holloway at 11:30 p.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 400 block of
Shirley at 9:30 p.m.
At 11 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of N. Canon.

Sept. 28
At 12:15 a.m., a vandalism incident was reported in the 200 block
of S. Robertson.

Sept. 29
At 11:30 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
800 block of N. Roxbury.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9600 block of
Wilshire at 4:37 p.m.

Sept. 30
A suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs near the corner
of Santa Monica and Crescent at 3
a.m.
At 6 a.m., a vandalism incident
was reported in the 200 block of S.
Lasky.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1800 block of Loma
Vista at 12:15 p.m.
At 2 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 100
block of N. Maple.

Sept. 27
At 3:25 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Formosa and Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 7100 block of
Santa Monica at 10:10 a.m.

Los Angeles Police
Department
Sept. 25
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 1700 block of N.
Hudson at 1 a.m.
At 1 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 5800
block of Gregory.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Selma
and Ivar at 1:15 a.m.

At 4:35 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 7200
block of Beverly.

8500 Santa Monica
Boulevard,
West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

Request to demolish a one-story
commercial building, and construct a new six-story mixed-use
building, containing 30 dwelling
units above 3,627 square-feet of
ground floor commercial space
over a subterranean garage with
31 parking spaces.

PERMIT(S):

Demolition Permit, Development
Permit, Subdivision Permit, and
any other required permits.

APPLICANT(S):

Truman and Elliott, LLP
(Todd Elliott)

TIME/PLACE

Thursday, October 20, 2022 at
6:30 p.m.
West Hollywood Park Public
Meeting Room – Council
Chambers
625 N. San Vicente Boulevard
West Hollywood, CA 90069

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6100 block of
Wilshire at 11:50 a.m.
At 11:55 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
6100 block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of El Centro
and Santa Monica at noon.

OF HEARING:

At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 100
block of S. Mansfield.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 300 block of S.
Robertson at 5 p.m.
At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Clinton and Larchmont.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Wilcox
and La Mirada at 9:20 p.m.
At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
6600 block of De Longpre.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9200 block of
Sunset at 10:24 p.m.
At 10:50 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 9200
block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7600 block of
Sunset at 11:30 p.m.

Sept. 26

Sept. 28

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Third and
Flores at 5:55 a.m.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Santa
Monica and Spaulding at 3:08
p.m.

LOCATIONS:

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 100 block of N.
Larchmont at 3 a.m.

At 12:45 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim near the
corner of Highland and Hawthorn.

At noon, an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
1200 block of N. Fairfax.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood
Planning Commission will hold a Public Hearing to consider the following item:

At 2:35 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Wilcox and Selma.

At 4:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
7100 block of Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 8900 block of
Santa Monica at 9 a.m.

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

At 6:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Gower and De
Longpre.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 7600 block of Beverly
at 8:03 a.m.

Sept. 29

At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
700 block of S. Mansfield.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8500 block of Santa
Monica at 1:45 p.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Beverly ad
La Cienega at 5 p.m.

At 5:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
9000 block of Beverly.

Sept. 27

Oct. 1

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of McCadden
and Lexington at 1:30 a.m.

At 12:20 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
8900 block of Santa Monica.

At 10 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked near the
corner of Wooster and Olympic.

ZONES:

CC1 (Commercial, Community 1)
MUIOZ (Mixed-Use Incentive
Overlay)

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Categorically exempt from the
provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
pursuant to Sections §15332 (Infill Development Projects).
City Hall is open to the public. Virtual or in-person
appointments will continue to be available and highly
encouraged. The staff report will be available on Thursday, October 13, 2022 on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be
limited to raising only those issues you or someone else
raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice, or
in the written correspondence delivered to the West
Hollywood Planning Commission, via the Planning &
Development Services Department at, or prior to, the
Public Hearing.
To comply with the American with Disabilities Act of
1990, If you require special assistance to participate in
this meeting (e.g., a signer for the hearing impaired),
you must call, or submit your request in writing to the
Office of the City Clerk at (323) 848-6800 at least 48
hours prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate
in said Public Hearing to express their opinion in this
matter.
For further information regarding this item, contact
Doug Vu, Senior Planner in the Planning & Development Services Department at (323) 848-6854; or via
email at: dvu@weho.org

Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

Мы сообщаем вам об обсуждении проекта. Для дополнительной информации на русском языке звоните: 323848-6826.
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‘Bros’ transcends genre with laughs, heart
By rance collins
I pulled “When Harry Met Sally”
out of a $5 movie bin at Wal-Mart
when I was a sophomore in college,
somewhere around 2007. It was a
movie I knew was a “higher brow”
chick flick, so I figured I could get
away with watching it and still cling
on to the fragile facade of heterosexuality I feigned while marching
through the check-out aisle. I
watched it that night, and then many
times after. I kept watching it after I
(finally) came out.
It, and the overflowing canon of
romantic comedies, have become a
kind of unconscious litmus test for
my potential dates. Can he engage
in witty banter? Will the meet cute
play well in my bio?
And no matter how evolved my
thinking on the parameters of relationships may become, the fact is I
continue to look for a nice, simple,
funny little love story.
But until I sat down in a packed
house Friday night to watch “Bros,”
I don’t think I really knew that kind
of love story could be my story.
Had it been released on streaming, “Bros” probably wouldn’t have
affected me as much as it did. The
theatrical experience, the kind of
collective viewing movies truly
deserve, made this, the first gay,
romantic comedy released by a
major studio, a transcendent experience for me.
Billy Eichner plays Bobby, a
well-known gay history authoritarian in New York City who hosts a
popular podcast and has just been
tapped to lead the first major
LGBTQ+ museum. In his personal

life, Bobby is obviously dissatisfied
with a seemingly endless string of
meaningless hookups while simultaneously pretending he is not jealous of any of the fabulous relational
successes of his friends.
Out one night, he meets the
hunky and, you-guessed-it, “bro-y”
Aaron (Luke Macfarlane), who’s a
fan of his podcast. Aaron is not the
type of guy Bobby thinks would be
into him, but he keeps popping up,
and then disappearing the moment
they seem to connect. Aaron enjoys
sexual openness but doesn’t want
any of the commitment. At least
that’s what he says. And hey,
Bobby says that, too. But Aaron’s
hot/cold nature is challenged by
Bobby, and Bobby’s jaded idea of
love, too, is challenged in the
process.
And so goes our romantic comedy arc. That arc is not unlike any
other you’ve seen, besides being
very, very queer. The cast is chockfull of recognizable-out faces,
including Bowen Yang, Harvey
Fierstein and Ts Madison. Straight
characters are even played by out
actors, including Jai Rodriguez (of
the original “Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy”) as Aaron’s brother.
There are also some major cameos
from allies, including an extended,
absolutely uproarious appearance
from Debra Messing playing her
Emmy-winning self (“I beat Sarah
Jessica Parker!” she reminds us).
There are references to gay life
that will be a deeper dive primer for
straight audiences, who will learn
the ins and outs of words like
Grindr, top and poppers. Just to be
clear: this is an R-rated romantic

comedy. A smattering of great oneoff puns send up the commercialization of queer culture, with a slew
of fictional Hallmark-style movies
listed like “A Holly Poly
Christmas”
(meaning
polyamorous) and “Home Alone
with Sarah Paulson.”
But its story, its heart, is grounded in Nora Ephron and Preston
Sturges. It is a movie that works not
because it’s about two dudes. It’s a
movie that works because it’s two
dudes who are insecure, self-conscious, struggling with commitment issues, scarred with generational trauma, self-effacing and
uncertain … just like everybody
else. Like “Schitt’s Creek” did not
so long ago on television, “Bros”
has made love between two guys
accessible for the masses, anchored
my charming yin-yang lead performances from Eichner and
Macfarlane, whose chemistry
stacks up to Hepburn and Tracy,
Ryan and Hanks, and Day and
Hudson.
Early in the film, Bobby references a very specific scene that
happens near the end of “When
Harry Met Sally.” Sitting in the theater, I thought, “Man, I’d love to
see that iconic moment with these
characters.”
It’s subtle, but “Bros” gives us a
mirror of that exact scene … a payoff for all of us audience members
who knew the reference Bobby was
making. It’s a payoff, too, for
everyone out there who’s been
waiting years to see that kind of
moment in something other than a
straight, cisgender context.
I am not known for tears in gen-

O’Farrell declares ‘Bros Day’
Los Angeles City Council
President Pro Tempore Mitch
O’Farrell, 13th District, an openly
gay elected official, introduced a
resolution declaring Sept. 30 as
“Bros Day” in the city of Los
Angeles, in recognition of the trailblazing LGBTQ+ film being
released. “Bros” is the first gay
romantic comedy from a major

movie studio, and the first major
studio film to feature an allLGBTQ+ principal cast.
“Representation matters, and as a
proud openly gay man, I’m excited
and encouraged to mark this milestone,” O’Farrell said. “Even
though the LGBTQ+ community
has made so much progress in
recent years, we know that we must

not take any of it for granted, and
there are still forces at work that
want to set us back. It’s incredibly
important that that queer people see
themselves widely represented in
our arts and culture. The release of
‘Bros’ is a milestone in cinematic
history, and an affirmation that
LGBTQ+ people, and our relationships, should be celebrated.”

photo courtesy of Universal Pictures

Luke Macfarland and Billy Eichner play 40-ish gay men with commitment
issues in “Bros.”

eral as a human, but it was at this
point in the film that water started
to form in my eyes. For the last 10
or 20 minutes of the movie, quite a
lot of these droplets started falling
down my face. Truth be told, I have
a few forming as I write this now.
Because sitting in that movie theater on Friday night, I realized that
for all the major strides my community has made that I’ve had a front
row seat for … the repeal of “Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell,” marriage equality
and the like, I still never sit down
for a queer-themed, theatrical film
expecting anything other than
straight guys performing another
gay tragedy for awards season. As
much as I adore “Call Me By Your
Name”
and
“Brokeback
Mountain,” the traumatic homosexual love story with a downer ending
feels, at this point, like a parallel for
the meandering, often frustrating,
world of gay dating. It’s like
Hollywood creating a mouse-wheel
prophecy we’ve been unable to
totally escape. When we get a

counter in the form of a TV show or
independent film, it doesn’t feel
real, no matter how good or how
earnest the project may be. It feels
like something that was catered for
us … a false exercise in wish fulfillment that has little to no interest to
the mainstream.
But at the movies it’s different.
Sitting with a row of my friends
surrounded by strangers in a darkened room with a giant, silver
screen, as Nicole Kidman reminds
every attendee of AMC, “stories
feel perfect and powerful.”
And for the first time ever in my
life, I got a happy, funny, cute,
romantic comedy released by a
major studio with two gay dudes
(played by two actual gay dudes). I
walked out of that theater not thinking “well that could happen if I was
straight” or “man, being gay is so
tragic.” I walked out of that theater
thinking, “that can happen to me.”
Now you’ll excuse me while I go
pen the first draft of “When Harry
Met Harry.”

New Listing for Lease

‘(Un)Documents’ makes its West Coast premiere
Latino Theater Company will
present the West Coast premiere of
“(Un)Documents,” written and performed by queer actor, theatermaker and poet Jesús I. Valles and
directed by Rudy Ramirez.
Performances take place Oct. 14Nov. 20 at the Los Angeles Theatre
Center in Downtown L.A, with two
low-priced previews set for Oct. 1213.

“(Un)Documents” is the lyrical
tale of Valles’s journey across both
sides of a river with two names,
moving between languages to find
their place in a nation that demands
sacrifice at the altar of citizenship.
In doing so, they create a new kind
of documentation written with
anger, love and the knowledge that
what makes people human can
never be captured on a government

photo by Errich Petersen

Actor and poet Jesus I. Valles stars in “Un(Documents.”

questionnaire.
“I learned early on what some
people are able to do or unable to
do, all based on a few pieces of
paper and, you know, some holograms on some plastic,” Valles said.
“’(Un)Documents’ asks audiences
[to] rethink how they watch and talk
about migrant communities, queer
people of color, systems of oppression. And to ask questions of themselves and those in positions of
power.”
“(Un)Documents” opens on
Friday, Oct. 14, at 8 p.m., with performances thereafter taking place
on Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m., and Sundays at
4 p.m., through Nov. 20. Two preview performances take place on
Wednesday, Oct. 12, and Thursday,
Oct. 13, at 8 p.m. Tickets range
from $10–$48, except opening
night, which is $58 and includes a
reception, and previews, which are
pay-what-you-choose, starting at
$5.
The Los Angeles Theatre Center
is located at 514 S. Spring St. To
purchase tickets and for information, call (213)489-0994, or visit
latinotheaterco.org.

8334 W 4th Street in Beverly Grove
$3,500 Per Month
2 Bedroom 1 Bathroom, 1200 Sq Ft
Light and bright upper unit with stunning views of
Hollywood Hills. Cheerful living room, formal dining
room with French double doors leading to a large
balcony to enjoy the beautiful Hollywood Hills. Sweet
breakfast room and semi-updated kitchen with new
appliances. Gleaming wooden ﬂoors throughout.
Large pool to cool off on a hot summer day.
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LAUSD to increase greenspace on campuses
As Los Angeles confronts a
continual drought, the Los
Angeles Unified School District
Board of Education has unanimously voted to accelerate and
expand efforts to bring green
space to all of its campuses. The
resolution, authored by Board
President Kelly Gonez, establishes
a minimum standard of 30% green
space for all campuses and directs
the superintendent to develop a
plan to meet the standard districtwide by 2035, prioritizing
schools with the most asphalt for
immediate action.
“As we confront climate
change, our students are more in
need of shaded green spaces than
ever before,” Gonez said. “For

decades, our school district has
built playgrounds almost entirely
of asphalt with no shade cover,
which only exacerbates extreme
heat. We are committing to transforming our campuses by bringing
tree canopies, plants and outdoor
learning spaces for all our students
to learn and play. By establishing
a clear goal and timeline to make
our campuses greener, we are
invigorating
new
urgency,
accountability and energy to this
cause to ensure every school
offers the shade and greenery that
our kids deserve.”
Research shows that green
spaces on or around a school campus help improve student wellbeing, physical and mental health,

and academic performance. Yet,
despite LAUSD’s efforts to bring
more green space to campuses, only
16% of district campuses currently
meet the recommendation that 30%
of a school campus be dedicated to
green space. The resolution also
calls for identifying bond, general
fund and grant dollars to fund the
green space expansion by the deadline of 2035.
“Green space is rare in many of
the neighborhoods served by
LAUSD,” Board member George J.
McKenna III said. “The expansion
of shaded areas and additional
school gardens will help students
learn and benefit everyone who
lives in that area.”
For information, visit lausd.net.

photo by Edwin Folven

The LAUSD plans to implement more greenspace at campuses districtwide.

Newsom signs community college bills
Gov. Gavin Newsom on Sept. 23
signed new legislation to boost
graduation and transfer rates and
offer debt cancellation at community colleges.
The bills will ensure that students
attending California Community
Colleges enroll directly into transferlevel math and English courses if
their program requires it or if they are
seeking to transfer; expand supervised tutoring for foundational skills
and transfer-level courses; and offer
debt cancellation to encourage students to enroll at community colleges, building on budget appropriations.
“California
is
increasing
resources, adding services and
advancing equity to boost graduation and transfer rates throughout
our higher education systems,”
Newsom said. “Thanks to the legislature’s leadership, we’re building
on my administration’s efforts to
ensure all of our students are wellequipped to succeed and prepared
for California’s future.”
“[This] is a groundbreaking
moment in the future of higher education as we finally turn the page on
antiquated placement tests that
pressure students into classes that

do not count toward their graduation
requirements,”
said
Assemblymember Jacqui Irwin (DThousand Oaks). “Since the implementation of my bill AB 705 in
2018, there have been significant

“The California
Community
Colleges are
grateful to the
leadership of Gov.
Newsom for signing transformative
legislation that
will advance student success and
further the goals
of the Roadmap
for the Future,”
-Dr. Daisy Gonzales
improvements towards closing
racial equity gaps, especially for
Black and Latino students who historically have been overrepresented
in remedial courses, but systemic

Ovation celebrates Hispanic
Heritage Month

Through Oct. 15, it is Hispanic
Heritage Month, and Ovation
Hollywood is celebrating the culture and achievements of Hispanic
and Latinx Americans. The shopping and dining destination will
welcome live performances and
marketplaces featuring Latino/
Hispanic vendors and artists in its

Center Courtyard all month long.
A Hispanic Heritage Month popup market will be in the Center
Courtyard from 12-6 p.m. on Oct.
15.
Ovation Hollywood is located at
6801 Hollywood Blvd. For information, visit ovationhollywood
.com.

photo courtesy of Ovation Hollywood

A pop-market in honor of Hispanic heritage will be at Ovation Hollywood
on Oct. 15.

barriers remain. The signing of AB
1705 and AB 1187, coupled with
the $64 million investment in tutoring students to earn college credits,
will ensure that students and faculty
receive the resources they need to
make students successful. My sincere thanks to the governor, the
lieutenant governor, interim chancellor of California Community
Colleges Dr. Daisy Gonzales and
advocates for steadfast commitment
to these reforms.”
“The California Community
Colleges are grateful to the leadership of Gov. Newsom for signing
transformative legislation that will
advance student success and further
the goals of the Roadmap for the
Future,” Gonzalez said “Reforming
remedial education and expanding
access to tutoring will help millions
of Californians complete their education faster, and many more will
continue their dreams because of
new opportunities possible when
we eliminate the burden of prior
debts owed. We thank the many student and campus leaders who advocated for these changes, and stand
ready to continue to lead an equitable recovery in higher education.”

photo courtesy of Beverly Hills Unified School District

Beverly Hills educator honored
as Teacher of the Year
Michelle Stradford, a 5th grade
teacher
at
Horace
Mann
Elementary School in Beverly
Hills, is one of only 16 teachers to
receive the Los Angeles County

Teacher of the Year honor. Sixtysix teachers were nominated for the
award. Stradford will now move on
to the state level for consideration
for Teacher of the Year recognition.
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Tar Pits named Geological Heritage Site

The Natural History Museums of
Los Angeles County announced
that La Brea Tar Pits in Hancock
Park has been selected as one of
The First 100 IUGS Geological
Heritage Sites named by the
International Union of Geological
Sciences, one of the world’s largest
scientific organizations representing over one million geoscientists
from more than 120 member countries.
IUGS is celebrating its 60th
anniversary with a conference in
Zumaia, Basque Coast, Spain, at
the UNESCO Global Geopark, and
this month will make the formal
announcement of The First 100
IUGS Geological Heritage Sites. A
new designation similar to
UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites,
IUGS Geological Heritage Sites
are key places with geological elements and/or processes of international scientific relevance and
those that represent a substantial
contribution to the development of

geological sciences through history
and understanding of the Earth. La
Brea Tar Pits have been identified
by IUGS as the richest Pleistocene
(“Ice Age”) fossil site on earth, and
as the key paleontological site that
has shaped the understanding of
this time period for both scientists
and the public.
“Beloved by Angelenos and
known for capturing the imagination and inspiring pop culture from
the current “La Brea” T.V. series to
the Ice Age animated films, La
Brea Tar Pits is a one-of-a-kind site
for scientific research into the past
with important data for understanding climate change in our own
time,” said Dr. Lori BettisonVarga, president and director of the
Natural History Museums of Los
Angeles County, which oversees
La Brea Tar Pits as an active field
site and museum. “This acknowledgement from the international
scientific community is recognition
of La Brea’s gifts to science and the

photo courtesy of the National History Museums of Los Angeles County

The new Exhibition Building at La Brea Tar Pits, seen here in a rendering
and designed by architecture firm Weiss/Manfredi, will dramatically
expand the museum’s exhibition space and serve as a dynamic setting
for programs, theater performances and films.

Wilshire Rotary fills the
shelves at school library

The library at Hancock Park Elementary School received hundreds
of books from the Wilshire Rotary Club in this photograph from the
Oct. 10, 2002, issue of the Beverly Press and Park Labrea News.
Then-Los Angeles City Councilman Tom LaBonge, 4th District, read
to students during a ceremony celebrating the donation. He was joined
by Hancock Park Elementary School Principal Judith Perez, Wilshire
Rotary Club President Sandy McLean and students Brooke Baker,
Tom Zou, Zach White and Deja Hekard.

hard work of paleontologists,
preparators and volunteers during
its more than 100 years of research
and excavation.”
The significant IUGS designation happens at a noteworthy time.
A planned expansion of the Tar
Pits’ 13-acre campus has been in
the works since 2019, when the
Natural History Museums of Los
Angeles County, through a public
competition, selected the worldrenowned architecture firm Weiss/
Manfredi to create a master plan to
improve research facilities and collections space, expand exhibits and
unify the various elements of the
site – the Lake Pit, the tar pits, the
lawn and the museum at La Brea
Tar Pits. The master plan developed with Weiss/Manfredi is a
multi-year process of public
engagement, master planning,
design and future construction at
the Tar Pits’ campus, which
encompasses its asphalt seeps, surrounding parkland and the George
C. Page Museum building.
“The plan to reimagine La Brea
Tar Pits aims to demystify the science and seize this opportunity to
educate visitors about the impacts
of climate change, in the past and
now,” Bettison-Varga said. “At the
heart of the plan is NHMLAC’s
promise that La Brea Tar Pits will
remain inclusive and accessible to
all – whether it’s a child marveling
at just-unearthed fossils at the Tar
Pits or a neighbor jogging past the
still oozing asphalt.”
The La Brea Tar Pits are located
at 5801 Wilshire Blvd. For information, visit tarpits.org.

‘Grand Avenue’ gets
MUSE/IQUE treatment
MUSE/IQUE continues its
adventurous yearlong concert
series, “L.A. Composed: A Festival
of Los Angeles Music with Grand
Avenue” led by artistic director
Rachael Worby and featuring the
returns of Savion Glover, named by
Dance Spirit magazine as one of
the 13 best tap dancers in history,
and Charles Yang, recipient of the
2018 Leonard Bernstein Award.
“Grand Avenue” will perform on
Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m. at The
Huntington in San Marino and Oct.
9 at 7:30 p.m. at the Skirball in Los
Angeles. Each concert of the “L.A.
Composed” series focuses on a different street and the music associated with it.
Bolstered by the MUSE/IQUE
orchestra, artistic director Rachael
Worby brings to life some of Grand
Avenue’s biggest musical moments
and stories in this epic performance. Among the program highlights is Glover and Savion’s
crossover duet of Vivaldi's “Four
Seasons”.
From the worldwide influences
of L.A.'s earliest days to the world
stage that our city has become, the
musical history of Downtown Los
Angeles is like a perpetual renaissance. Seemingly against all odds,
its artists always find surprising
ways to reinvent themselves, their
art and their community. This performance captures the sprawling
grandness of Grand Avenue, from
Chinatown, Olvera Street, past the
Music Center, Cathedral of Our
Lady of the Angels, government

buildings, Grand Park, Colburn
School, Museum of Contemporary
Art, The Broad, historic Pershing
Square and Angel’s Flight, then all
the way to L.A. Memorial
Coliseum, home to the 1932 and
1984 Olympics.
The Huntington is located at
1151 Oxford Road, San Marino.
The Skirball is located at 2701
Sepulveda Blvd. For admissions
and information, visit museique.com.

photo by Young Legend

Tap dancer Savion Glover will
feature in “L.A. Composed: A
Festival of Los Angeles Music
with Grand Avenue.”
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Wallis Annenberg Center hosts Mambo
Kings and Camille Zamora

Wallis Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts presents “Mambo
Kings and Camille Zamora” in a passionate evening of classic Zarzuela
arias, tangos, boleros and other musical treasures from Spain, Cuba and
the Americas on Thursday, Oct. 13,
at 7:30 p.m. in The Wallis’ Bram
Goldsmith Theater.

The performance, which takes
place during National Hispanic
Heritage Month, spotlights the
musical chemistry of the iconic
Mambo Kings and the magnetic
star soprano Zamora. Mambo
Kings, hailed as one of the nation’s
foremost Latin jazz ensembles, has
thrilled audiences for decades with

photo courtesy of artists

The Mambo Kings and Camille Zamora appear on The Wallis stage
Oct. 13.

its explosive blend of Afro-Cuban
rhythms and jazz improvisation.
Zamora curates and performs the
program as part of her work as The
Wallis’ 2022/2023 artist-in-residence. With fellow Sing for Hope
co-founder and artist-in-residence
Monica Yunus, she will create multiple innovative arts events for The
Wallis this season. Sing for Hope,
which is The Wallis' 2022/2023
season company-in-residence, is a
leading “arts peace corps” that creates initiatives – including the Sing
for Hope Pianos in parks and public
spaces – that promote the mission
of art for all. In addition to
Zamora’s performance with the
Mambo Kings, she and Yunus present, with The Wallis, the Sing for
Hope Production of “The Last
Sorcerer (Le Dernier Sorcier),”
Pauline Viardot’s 1867 “eco-feminist” masterwork salon opera 150
years ahead of its time.
Additionally, Zamora and Yunus
will appear in The Wallis’ signature
Sorting Room series in December.
Tickets are available at thewallis.org/mambo.
The
Wallis
Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts is located at 9390
N. Santa Monica Blvd.

Academy sets film series for autumn

photo courtesy of Coleccion y Archivo de Fundacion Televisa

“The Invasion of the Vampires” will be screened as part of the Academy
Museum’s tribute to Mexican horror cinema.

Superfine art displays at Magic Box
On the heels of successful
shows in New York and Miami –
where a life-sized NFT swimming
pool displayed digital art – the
contemporary art fair Superfine,
which highlights the work of
women artists, LGBTQ+ artists
and artists of color, will take over
the Magic Box downtown from
Oct. 13-16. In addition to inclusivity, Superfine also prides itself
on accessible pricing. With most
of the art falling into the $75$2,500 price range, and no commission taken from the artists,
Superfine has generated over $10
million in sales on behalf of independent artists at annual fairs
across the U.S. since launching at
Art Basel in 2015.
Superfine founders Alex Mitow
and James Miille set out to change
people’s perception of the art
world by forgoing the stuffiness
found at most fairs.
“When we looked at the art
world as gay men in our 20s and
30s, we felt excluded. We built
Superfine to be a welcoming
space where people who love art

could collect it without the snobby vibes they encounter at a lot of
fairs,” said Miille, who’s photography will be on display at the
fair.
The Magic Box is located at
1933 S. Broadway.

The Academy Museum of
Motion Pictures will get into
October spookiness with a film
series focused on Korean horror
and Mexican horror movies, and
for families, the animated fun of
film studio LAIKA.
In November, the museum pivots
to examinations of Chinese
American representation stateside
and celebrations of two legendary
actresses: Dorothy Dandridge and
Ruby Dee.
Fall film programming includes:
“Monstrous: The Dark Side of New
Korean Cinema” through Oct. 29;
“Mexico
Maleficarum:
Resurrecting
20th
Century
Mexican Horror Cinema” from
Oct. 6-27.; “The Magical Films of
LAIKA” through Oct. 30;

photo courtesy of KCCLA

Shin Sang-ok’s “Mother and Guest” will be shown on Oct. 15 at 6 p.m.
as part of a series at KCCLA.

KCCLA presents films from
modern era
The Korean Cultural Center Los
Angeles, Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, GYOPO and the
Korean Film Archive present a
special screening of “The Space
Between: Golden Age of Korean
Cinema” on Saturday, Oct. 15, at 3
and 6 p.m., and Saturday, Oct. 22,
at 3 and 6 p.m. at KCCLA.
The screening is being held in
conjunction with the LACMA
exhibition “The Space Between:
The Modern in Korean Art.” Join
KCCLA for a selection of cinematic gems from the modern era, a
period from 1954-1972 bookended by war and a period of film
censorship. Some of the most
well-regarded films in Korean history were produced during the
period.

The program will include two
double features highlighting the
work of four of the most influential Korean directors: Kang Daejin, Kim Ki-young, Shin Sang-ok
and Yu Hyun-mok. They cemented filmmaking as a legitimate
artistic medium in Korea, allowing for the modernizing country to
disseminate its unique worldview
on an international stage.
KCCLA plans to hold a symposium in February dedicated to the
golden age of Korean cinema. It
will be organized by GYOPO and
co-presented by LACMA and the
UCLA Center for Korean Studies.
KCCLA is located at 5505
Wilshire Blvd. Admission is free.
For information and reservations,
email rsvp@kccla.org.

“Dorothy Dandridge and Ruby
Dee: A Shared Centennial” from
Nov. 3-25; and “Hollywood
Chinese: The First 100 Years from
Nov. 4-27.”
The Academy Museum also has
multiple ongoing film series this
fall. For instance, Oscar Sundays
will feature ghost stories for

October, Family Matinees will travel to magical realms and Available
Space will have a special screening
of the surreal animation of Sally
Cruikshank and Vince Collins.
The Academy Museum is located at 6067 Wilshire Blvd. For
information, visit academymuseum.org.

10 Reasons Why I Don’t
Want An Estate Plan
1. I want large sums of my hard-earned money to go to
a law firm.
2. I want the government to decide who gets my life
savings.
3. What for? My house is only worth a half-million
dollars.
4. I really don’t care who raises our children.
5. I want a total stranger to go through all of my personal papers and financial affairs.
6. I like family fights – especially unnecessary ones.
7. I don’t care who inherits my hard earned money.
8. I’ve been messy in life; I’ll be messy in death.
9. They say you can’t take it with you, but what if you can?
10. Probate. Must be fun.

If you don’t do it for yourself, please do it for those you care about.

photo courtesy of Superfine

Superfine will showcase contemporary art from women, LGBTQ+
and artists of color.

Kramer Law Group
Stephen W. Kramer
5858 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 205 • Los Angeles, CA 90036 • (323)964-7100
www.kramerlaw.biz
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Every Style:
Sofas, Chairs, Slipcovers
Replace Feather Proof Lining
Broad Selection of Fabrics,
Draperies & Roman Shades
HIGHEST QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
Call Rosie for FREE Estimate
310-491-8409
West Hollywood

I CAN HELP!
• Troubleshooting
• Lessons
• Purchase Consultation
• Phone Support

Joel Rothman

323.240.5112
TheDiskDoc@mac.com

WEBSITE DESIGN

HANDYMAN

We are fully
adjudicated in
the County of
Los Angeles, the
City of Los Angeles
and the
City of
Beverly Hills.

• Drywall Repair
• Plastering
• Interior & Exterior Painting
Stucco Repair

Send inquiries to
karen@beverlypress.com

email: ronencohen10@yahoo.com

Ronen Handyman
Services

mackeycreativelab.com
info@mackeycreativelab.com

(818) 314-1650

Get the Beverly Press Every Thursday!
We hope you’ve enjoyed receiving the Beverly Press for the past few weeks

HANDYMAN

with our saturation program.

HONEST HANDYMAN
DOES IT ALL

To guarantee continued delivery, subscribe NOW!

Serving the Westside for 32 years

2

• Plumbing • Electrical
• Roofing • Tile • Flooring
• Painting • A/C Repair
Carpentry • Drywall
• Windows • Decks
• Kitchen & Bath Specialist

Ways to subscribe

1. Sign up for an annual mail subscription for $120 per year.
Go to https://beverlypress.com/register/

FORT CONSTRUCTION
General Contractors
Call Manny

2. Or Receive the Beverly Press with your
Los Angeles Times subscription.

(310)729-9612
(424)284-3314

Go to www.latimes.com/getoffer
Enter code 9003

Lic#465817 Bonded • Insured
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WANTED
WWII MILITArIA
WANTED
AMERICAN
RUSSIAN
JAPANESE
GERMAN
Daggers, metals,
uniforms, helmets
Single piece or
complete collection

Dominic Panzica
(WWII Veteran Grandson)
Cash on the Spot!
213-361-3935
mainelineswitch@yahoo.com

HELP WANTED
Wanted: Caregiver Provides friendly
companionship and
assistance with daily
personal care activities
and household duties.
Basic Salary:
$30.05 per Hour
5 days a Week
Email for more details
White
(mewills07@gmail.com)

Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across
1. Joker, e.g.
5. Datebook abbr.
9. Malice
14. Love
15. Title girl in a 1962 Roy Orbison hit
16. Steel
17. Gray wolf
18. Author Morrison
19. Place to find a date in the desert
20. Most notable feature
23. Sicilian rumbler
24. Recorded on film
25. QB attack
28. Cosa Nostra
33. Billy Joel’s “___ to Extremes”
36. Tickets
39. Open
40. Pharaoh or Tsar
44. Pin down
45. Acclimate
46. Lawn base
47. Pay
50. Skedaddles
52. Figure (out)
55. “Othello” fellow
58. December Royal
63. Handy
65. On ___ with (equal to)
66. Table d'___
67. Golfer's wife, perhaps
68. Soul singer Simone
69. Help with a heist

70. Astonishes
71. Car from Trollhättan
72. Itches
Down
1. H.S. subject
2. Dean Martin’s “That's ___”
3. Iron man?
4. Smothers, as in ketchup
5. Prefix with plane
6. Rancho hand
7. Twinges
8. Fried chicken piece
9. ____ moves
10. Bartlett
11. Wee
12. Clavell's “___-Pan”
13. Windy City trains
21. Civil rights organization, for short
22. Land area
26. Comedian Margaret
27. Spring day toy
29. Parisian water
30. Thousandths of an inch (pl.)
31. Nabisco favorite
32. Charlie ___ (jazz guitarist)
33. Hebrides island
34. FBI guy
35. Handling the situation
37. Decade number
38. Compact
41. Suffix with project
42. ___-state area

43. Adjust, as laces
48. Time competitor, informally
49. Pooch
51. Walk nonchalantly
53. Tchaikovsky ballet roles
54. Artist's hue
56. Boston newspaper
57. Like some muffins
58. Antelope of corkscrew horns
59. “Help ___ the way!”
60. Family nickname

61. Grouchy crustacean?
62. Wimbledon units
63. Cries of pain
64. Strong and healthy

answers on page 22
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Candidates discuss plans for WeHo
From page 1

future challenges,” Meister said.
Meister
described
West
Hollywood as “a creative, caring
city,” noting how the community
came together during the COVID19 pandemic.
“As we move forward, it is critical that community resilience be a
goal of every decision we make –
whether it is related to public safety,
housing, planning and land use,
social equity or economic development. The primary role of government is to protect its residents and
help its businesses to thrive. Being
prepared for whatever challenges
the future brings is critical. The city
has a hazard mitigation plan to prepare for emergencies and disasters.
However, whereas the purpose of
hazard mitigation is to reduce or
eliminate loss of life and property
damage due to disaster, resilience
goes one step further to include
adaptability to known and unknown
risks. A focus on resilience will
bring that important added value to
the city’s current structure,” Meister
said.
Meister noted the ways that she
sees the city coming together in the
future during in a crisis.
“We should utilize a whole community approach by proactively
reaching out to residents, neighborhood groups, businesses, the chamber of commerce, service providers,
nonprofits operating in the city and
volunteers to help draft the plan
update – not just react to it.
Although much of the responsibility
for a hazard mitigation plan lays
with the government, when it comes
to community resiliency, private
sector involvement is critical.
Private sector emergency plans help
ensure
business
continuity.
Continuity of private sector operations after a disaster – natural, manmade, pandemic or financial – is as
essential to community recovery as
continuity of government operations. My vision for the city of West

New hearing
scheduled

From page 1

candidate Sharona Nazarian
supported embattled L.A.
County District Attorney
George Gascón.
Eleven candidates ran for
three seats on the Beverly Hills
City Council in the June 7
Primary Election. Councilmen
Friedman and John Mirisch
won
re-election,
while
Nazarian won her first term on
the council. Nazarian secured
the highest total number of
votes after Friedman. They
were sworn in on July 12.

Answers From Page 21

Hollywood is for us to be the most
resilient city in the country,” she
added.
Meister said that there are a number of pressing issues the city is facing, including homelessness and
affordability of residential and commercial spaces.
“However, the most pressing concern for most residents and businesses today is public safety. People
do not feel safe in our city,” Meister
said. “As a council member, I have
added more security ambassadors
on our commercial corridors and
voted against cutting deputies. I also
opposed the pilot to extend alcohol
service to 4 a.m. I recently brought
an item for more deputy training
and was responsible for pursuing
the Center for Policing Equity study
on policing. I initiated an item to
develop measures to increase public
safety in our commercial districts,
including a public safety camera
rebate program and commercial
neighborhood watch program. I also
voted to approve increasing social
services, particularly, to help our
unhoused population. Looking forward, I want to add a permanent
sheriff’s foot patrol and bike patrol
for more visibility in our neighborhoods and commercial corridors. If
our sheriff’s deputies don’t have to
focus as much on calls related to
mental health issues, then they can
be out there building community
and preventing crime.”
Meister is endorsed by outgoing
Councilman John D’Amico, state
Sen. Henry Stern (D-Malibu), Los
Angeles County Assessor Jeffrey
Prang and director Scott Houston,
of the MWD West Basin District 4.
She also has been endorsed by the
Association for Los Angeles Deputy
Sheriffs, the Southwest Carpenters
Local 721, WeHOME Local 3339,
AFSCME District Council 6, the
West Hollywood/Beverly Hills
Democratic Club and the West
Hollywood
Chamber
of

Commerce-sponsored WEHO PAC.
For
information,
visit
meister4weho.com.
Steve Martin
Attorney Steve Martin is seeking
to return to the West Hollywood
City Council, representing a city he
has lived in since before its incorporation. Martin moved to the area in
1979, and the city was formed in
1984. He now resides in West
Hollywood with his husband John
Mulcrone and their cats, Ginger,
Stella and Squeaky.
Martin is the former president of
the Stonewall Democratic Club, and
he also has a history of fighting
homophobia in his legal career,
including when he successfully represented Bruce Boland, a gay sheriff’s deputy who was terminated
over his sexuality.
Martin
served
on
West
Hollywood’s Rent Stabilization
Committee, and he participated in
an effort to continue the sheriff’s
department when there were calls
for the city to start its own police
department in the 1990s. Martin
then served eight years on the City
Council.
“During my two terms as a City
Councilmember, I had a reputation
as an independent thinker who
focused [on] improving our quality
of life,” Martin said. “Under my
leadership, we took control of Santa
Monica Boulevard from Cal-Trans
and transformed it from a rutted
embarrassment into a beautiful
throughfare. I created the Eastside
Redevelopment Agency which revitalized the area and built hundreds
of units of affordable housing. I
helped find funding for the
Plummer Park Community Center. I
worked with residents to create
Kings Road Park and served on the
budget subcommittee for eight consecutive years.”
Since leaving the council, Martin
has continued to be involved in

Play explores dynamic characters

From page 9

entire idea that, deep down, all
human beings are essentially the
same is something lost on all of us
at one point or another, as we
attempt to navigate an endless
series of hurdles on our way to paychecks or offhand chuckles.
Wagner’s work argues that the zin
is found in the tissue that bonds the
hustle and bustle, and that despite
our many shapes, faces, feelings
and sizes, we are all the same –
combined in this case in the form of
one singular performer. In many
ways, this message might make this
the ultimate one-person show.
And let’s not understate how
absolutely hilarious the show is. All
of Trudy’s big human takeaways
she learns she writes on post-it
notes, which line the interior of her

heavy trench coat. The observations
she lists, all true, all hilarious observations on the human condition.
And Strong’s “SNL” creditionals
allow her to find the humor in every
single one of her characters.
On a stage with minimal props or
set design, the excellent writing still
lives and dies with Strong, and it is
her compelling, intuitive delivery
that makes it all work. You laugh,
you might even cry, but in the end,
you’ll leave just a little bit changed.
“The Search for Signs of
Intelligent Life in the Universe” is
playing at the Mark Taper Forum at
the Music Center through Oct. 23.
The Music Center is located 135 N.
Grand Ave. For tickets and information, visit www.centertheatregroup.org/tickets.

WeHo offers CERT training

sThe city of West Hollywood is
encouraging residents to join a
Community Emergency Response
Team training program provided by
the Los Angeles County Fire
Department.
West Hollywood CERT Training
is free and will take place on
Saturdays, Oct. 15, 22 and 29, from 9

a.m. to 4 p.m. at the West Hollywood
Park Aquatic and Recreation Center,
8750 El Tovar Place. Space is limited
and participants must register in
advance and attend all three sessions
to receive a certificate of completion.
To register, visit lacountyfire.galaxydigital.com/event/detail/?event_id=8
7425.

Lauren Meister

Steve Martin

local politics.
“I served on the board of directors
of Marriage Equality California, I
authored the successful 2013 term
limits initiative and served on the
Eastside Advisory Task Force. I
worked to help pass our recent
increase in the local minimum
wage, supported stronger protections for hotel workers and fought to
preserve Plummer Park.”
Martin is running for council
again now to put the city back on
track, he said.
“I am a proven progressive with a
long history of involvement with
West Hollywood. I have the experience to tackle the challenges our
city currently faces. Two years ago,
voters decided they wanted to see
change at City Hall. Now, two years
later, City Hall is even less accessible and residents feel more excluded. An unprecedented number of
residents believe West Hollywood is
on a ‘wrong track,’ according to the
city’s own polling. The recent vote
by the City Council to cut sheriff’s
deputies during an upsurge in crime
has left residents feeling angry and
betrayed.”
Martin said he intends to bring
“common sense” back to the council.
“I will restore sheriff’s funding to
pre-COVID levels. I will focus on
our city’s pressing issues of public
safety and homelessness as well as
increase the creation of low-income
affordable housing, expand legal
protections for tenants and create a
financial safety net for our most vul-

nerable residents through a guaranteed income program,” he said.
“But most importantly I want to
restore your faith in City Hall.”
Martin cited his long history with
the city as proof of his record and
described his campaign as a grassroots endeavor.
“My campaign is being funded
by residents and local businesses,
not by deep pocketed developers,”
Martin said. “West Hollywood is a
unique and special place. Together
we can move our city toward a better and more inclusive future.”
Martin has been endorsed by
planning commissioner Kimberly
Copeland, former planning commissioners Sheila Lightfoot and
John Altschul, business license
commissioner Elyse Eisenberg,
human services commission chair
Steven Davis, Disabilities Advisory
Board member Yola Dore, Lesbian
and Gay Advisory Board Member
Miss Tiger, vice chair of the Arts
and Cultural Affairs Commission
Mito Aviles and West Hollywood
Preservation Alliance member
Victor Omelczenko, among other
community members.
Martin also has the endorsement
of the WeHo Dems and members of
the city’s neighborhood watch organizations,
including
Deane
Kenworthy, George Nickle, Bobbie
Edrick, Jim Banks and Mike Carter.
The Sober Living Network’s Vince
Roncone has also lent Martin his
support.
For
information,
visit
martin4weho.com.
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Laurel House will be revitalized
From page 1

ness and evict tenants from residential buildings. The controversial
decision
was
derided
by
Councilman John D’Amico.
According to D’Amico, thenCouncilman John Heilman tried to
have the building torn down and
new housing built. He also noted
the hypocrisy of the city using the
Ellis Act.
“The whole time the city has
fought the existence of the Ellis Act
and fights every developer who
tries to use it and enforces every
single possible version of it,”
D’Amico said. “But in this case,
they locked out the tenants and
wouldn’t even let them get their
things. It was really messy.”
The controversary surrounding
the house and its use is part of the
reason why D’Amico decided to
run for a seat on the council, after
previously being a member of the
planning commission.
For many years, the house has sat
empty, even as the surrounding
grounds were converted into a public park roughly 10 years ago.
The artistic recommendation for
the building was first brought to the

council in February 2018 by the
Arts and Cultural Affairs
Commission, with a feasibility
study ordered by the council in June
2019. In February 2021, the city
engaged the Historic Resources
Group to conduct the study.
Not everyone at the council
meeting was in favor of the
approved use for the property.
During public comment, resident
Manny Rodriguez said he felt the
ideas for the house were counter to
the current housing crisis.
“The best plan for this cityowned property still remains the
original plan of 15 years ago: 42
sustainable, affordable units in the
back, a restored main house for the
community and the creation of
parking where now there is none,”
Rodriguez said. “This is not to say
that subsidized living arrangements
for artists is not a worthwhile idea,
but maybe in a different place or a
different time. 1343 Laurel is government owned property, and for
15 years it has not served the community in any beneficial way. It’s
time to take this valuable piece of
land seriously. So, if you believe in

the housing crisis, you can’t
believe in this proposal.”
D’Amico
responded
to
Rodriguez’ comments directly,
thanking him for bringing the suggestion back to the council but
placing the blame for the stagnation and misuse of the Laurel
House on the then-council’s
actions.
“I think the city’s commitment to
building the required amount of
housing around town in the next 10
years will happen, but selectively
choosing a site that the city purposely evicted residents from and
pretending that didn't happen …
doesn’t really solve or even begin
to solve the housing problem,”
D’Amico said.
D’Amico also added that the current approach to the house is in better alignment with the city’s values
than previous actions with the
property.
“The fact that we are scaling this
back, listening to our community,
have studied this with a feasibility
study and are trying to provide a
place of relaxation and artmaking
in our community is not inconsis-

Mayor outlines progress in Beverly Hills
From page 1

“In the remaining months of my
term, I will continue to put the safety and health of our community
first, champion our local businesses
and listen to you,” Bosse said.
She touted the city’s financial
investment in the BHPD, noting
that the city has ensured that its
officers are the highest paid in
Southern California.
Technology is another key component of Bosse’s police initiatives,
with officers using drones, text
alerts and the city’s extensive
closed circuit TV network to tamp
down on crime.
Successes have included arrests
the week before of suspects in a
high-profile smash-and-grab on

South Beverly Drive, Bosse said.
“We have become a model for
law enforcement agencies and have
been approached by other cities
interested in creating a similar program,” she added, referring to the
city’s CCTV surveillance system.
She also encouraged residents to
sign up for the BHPD’s text alerts,
which alert residents to police
activity “the minute it happens.” To
sign up, residents can text “BHPD
Alert” to 888777.
Just In Case Beverly Hills, a program that creates neighborhood
emergency response teams that
activate if a major disaster delays
help from the fire and police departments, gives residents an extra

WeHo hosts demonstration
in honor of Mahsa Amini
In solidarity with women in Iran
who are fighting for their basic
human rights, the Iranian
American Women Foundation
held holding a candlelight vigil
alongside West Hollywood officials at West Hollywood Park on
Thursday, Sept. 29. The vigil,
which was held both in-person and
virtually, honored Mahsa Amini,
the 22-year-old woman who died
in police custody, as well the
Iranian women risking their lives
in the movement for women’s
rights and freedom.
The IAWF is an educational
nonprofit organization based in
Irvine. with chapters in Northern
California, New York, Los
Angeles and MaOrange County.
“We are the largest women's
organization within the Iranian
community outside of Iran. We
want to support and help represent
the voices of women fighting for
their rights in Iran,” IAWF founder
Mariam Khosravani said. “We
envision a world where every
woman gets to realize her full

potential and can positively impact
her community.”
Khosravani noted the significance of the vigil.
“The vigil was important
because it is extremely difficult for
women in Iran to communicate
outside of the country due to very
limited access to WiFi or social
media. By hosting these kinds of
gatherings, we want to ensure
women in Iran know they are not
alone – thousands, if not millions
of people all over the world hear
their voices and want to stand up
with them.
In addition, these events bring
continued awareness about what is
happening in Iran right now,”
Khosravani said. “Every day people are being killed. Women want
their basic human rights and we
feel it is our responsibility to let
the world know about it. We were
thankful to hold the vigil in West
Hollywood with the community at
large.”
For information about the foundation, visit iawfoundation.org.

layer of security, Bosse said.
Along with public safety
reforms, the city’s business
achievements were a focal point.
Thanks in part to new measures
that relax parking restrictions and
allow rooftop dining, the city has
attracted new restaurants and
hotels, while initiatives like
Business with Bosse further highlight the city’s restaurants and
hotels, Bosse said.
“There is vibrancy and electricity
on our streets, and it’s thrilling to
spend time together again,” she
added. The mayor also stressed that
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The community gathered at an open house for Laurel House in 2014.

tent with our values,” he said.
West Hollywood Preservation
Alliance board member Victor
Omelczenko said the structure
should be renamed for Weisman,
and he also expressed that some of
the gallery space be dedicated to
local history.
“Couldn’t one of [the gallery
rooms] be devoted to a history of
the house or the history of the film
industry or a history of our city of
West Hollywood?” Omelczenko
asked.
With the fate of the house finally

decided as D’Amico prepares to
retire from the council, he noted
the full-circle nature of the council’s decision.
“I have been waiting for us to do
this,” D’Amico said. “At the next
meeting, I’m actually bringing forward an item to officially apologize
to the people we used the Ellis Act
on. I think it’s the kind of thing that
is so antithetical to who we are as a
city. We work so hard to keep people in their housing, and then we
evicted them from perfectly good
housing.”

the city’s four biggest tax bases
have continued to bounce back
from pandemic-era lows.
Property values have increased,
and the city’s business and sales
taxes have recovered to or exceeded pre-pandemic levels, while the
retail tax has recovered to 85% of
its pre-pandemic level, Bosse said.
The mayor has also tried to get
residents more involved with government,
hosting
monthly
livestreamed town halls and previewing City Council agendas
before the council meets.
She highlighted improvements at
the city’s schools, with Beverly
Hills High School opening two
buildings that house a medical center, career and college centers, and a
mental wellness center.

Additionally, the Board of
Education has expanded the transitional kindergarten program to
strengthen early childhood learning
and established a community
pledge that aligns with the city’s
commitment to civility, Bosse said.
With sponsors including Aston
Martin and complimentary hors
d’ouevres and cocktails, the event,
hosted by the Beverly Hills
Chamber of Commerce, was a
classy affair, drawing more than
700 guests.
“I truly believe we’re very fortunate to be in the city that we are. We
operate businesses in a community
where the leaders are accessible,
helpful and create a small town
feeling in a world famous city,”
BHCC CEO Todd Johnson said.

Bogie’s Liquor
IT’S TIME
FOR
DODGER
BASEBALL!

Pick up your favorite 12-pack
& watch the boys in blue!
Wine • Spirits • Champagne • Beer • Kegs

5753 Melrose Ave.
Corner of Melrose & Vine
(323) 469-1414
www.bogiesliquor.com
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